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R GISTER.

PADUCAH. KY., SATURDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 20, 1906

VOL. 23, NUMBER 154

OUBLE TRACK CHILDREN OF 'PADUCAH DEALERS STILL
PART OF
FIRST LITERARY,,
HANDLE IMPURE GOODS
ANOTHER BLOCK CONFEDERACY
7WAI:LCOLLAPSED BY SCHOLARS
STRUM CAR COMPANY WILL
O i'!".S FROM FIFTH
TO FOURTH.

NEW BRICK LAID
•q
ALONG THE SQUARE

MEETING HELD THIS AFTERNOON AT LEWIS RESIDEi'iC.

SECRETARY ALLEN ADDRESSE D LARGE CROWD LAST NIGHT
AND ANNOUNCED THAT IM PURE GOODS
MUST EITHER
BE GOTTEN RID OF, OR TH E DEALER UNDERGO PROSE- FORTIORI OF
/(11•Cffr"!
CUTION AT THE HANDS 0 F THE KENTUCKY COMMIS_
SION—HE GOES TO WASHI ROTOR TODAY TO ATTEND
POOR FARM
ORGANIZATION OF "PEOPL E'S LOBBY" LEAGUE.

Mariposa Club WIII Give Dance
Next Monday Night at Red
Men's Hall.

FRINITuAN CLASS GAVE THEIR
KENT YESTERDAY.

.•••••••••••••••••••

Men Excavated Too Much Before
A crowd of about two hundred pure, and the
Brick Were Laid and Had td Fill
courts fined the
people last evening greeted Mr. R. M. dealer $oo.
The Hole.
Allen, of the Kentucky Pure Food
During his talk last night Secretary
The children of the Confederacy Commission, when the latter spoke at Allen in a plain manner pointed out
TRACTION PEOPLE MAY TAKE will meet this afternoon with David the county courthouse. upon the ob- to the dealers the great advantages
A "sagged" or collapsed section of PROF. CHERRY
UP CURVE ON NORTH SIDE
DELIVERED
and Mariam Lewis at their home in ject and benefits derived from the of hgndling nothing but pure goods,
the
basement wall will have to be reTALK T OHIGH SCHOOL
food
pure
laws
state.
this
of
AT FOURTH.
and he says that his visit here will
seg Washington street.
Mr. Allen is an impressive, clear be followed by arrival of one
PUPILS AND TEACHERS.
of their built at the kitchen department for
and concise speaker, and was heard state inspectors who will
purchase the new county poor farm buildings
. Members Meet.
by every
Active
grocery of this city, sarnpks of suspected goods from the four
The Board of Works Refused to Armiles from this city near Lone
The
acti
in
ve
members
addition
to
of
a large number of dealers, and have them analyzed. Oak.,
the
Matinee
argot the Concrete Pavement on
by Contractor George Weikel, Complaint Regarding Sanitary CondiMusicale
others.
club
He
says that since the pure Then if they prove to be not of the
will meet this aftertions at the Eighth and Harrison
Sixth Until Bettered.
as result of unskilled workmanship
noon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Hub- food laws went into effect during tem best, warrants will be gotten out and
Street Building.
cn part of the
. county laborers who
The Paducah Traction Company rs bard Wells at her home in the Em- much good has been accomplished, wholesale prosecutions started against excavated the
grouni.
for the kitchen
now prepaeing to extend it double pire flats on Broadway near Seventh cipecially as regards conviction of the local dealer. He continued that building
basement and walls. It will
parties handling adulterated
food no time limit would be given the mertracks from Fifth and Broadway, street .
Yesterday afternoon the pupils of
stuffs. Out of the hundreds of cases chants in which to rid themselves of take about one day to remedy the dewhere they end, down to Fourth and
the freshman class for the,,high school
•
fect
and
put
the
wall
in
good
conprosecuted
bnly four or five have 'the goods, the like of which have been
Broadway where they will connect
held their first literary Oil Musicale
Dance At Red Men's Hall.
d:tion.
escaped conviction..
found impure at other points over the
• with the Union depot division going
meeting at the Washington building
The Martposs Club wil 'next MonWhen
the
county
authorities
Allen
Mr
finds
that a number of. state, but that they must act at once
startSouth and the Rowlandtawn division day evening give a dance at the Red
auditorium,
and it was a complete suced
the
new poor farm quarters, the
going North. In making arrange- Men's hall on North Fourth .street. the grocers and others of Paducah ! or star I the consequence. His in- county officials
cess in every respect. A number of
themselves had their
have adulterated goods upon their spectors give the dealer every oppormeats to this end General Manager The list is now on at Oehlschlaeger's
recitations were rendered, musical
counters for sale, and these will have tunity in the world to rid themselves laborers to do all the excavating. In
John S. Bleecker of the cxppany yes- drug store.
numbers played and a gathering of
to be gotten rid of, else the party of the bad goods, as the inspector en- digging out the earth for the kitchen
general
terday afternoon mei with the board
interest for the scholars conselling will be convicted, also the ters the store, frankly states who he basement foundation the men excaducted, who will hold these sessions
of public works and the latter gave
vated
shipping
an
oncern
area
this
into
the stuff
to a width several feet
is and the object of his mission, and
Danced Last Night.
once each scholastic month, which is
permission for the brick street on
A jolly time was had by a crowl state. He and his co-laborers have then if the merchant does not act :r excss of the building width. Mr. every four weeks. The children have
Broadway between F:fth and Fourth
as
efieeted
line,
much
this
good in
Weikel's brickmasons then laid the
quickly, the charges are lodged.
complete charge, make their own arto be torn up so the double trackage of young people last evening, dancing when they find a concern is selling
Mr. Allen left this morning for his basement wall. An open space of rangements and decide what is to
at
the
Knight's
Pythias
of
ball
on
can go down.
prosecuimpure
Kentucky,
goods
in
borne in Lexington, Ky., and from /about one or two feet than existed occur during the assembly
There
The street car c3mpany by its mew Broadway near Fifth street.
tions are started with resultant con- there goes to Wasliington, where he between wall and th side of the earth
was an unusually large number of
franchise is permitted to run double
viction, culminating in the concern and others engaged in this character where the excavation had been made
them present yesterday
tracks down Broadway. Last year
Trouble In Getting Jury.
either withdrawing its business from of work have been summoned by tuo wide. Dirt was thrown back into
they put them from Ninth to Fifth
Kentucky,
bettering
or
the quality of President Peosevelt for purpose of the hole surrounding
The Memphis circuit court has sucthe walls, and
Football Game Today.
street Mr. Bleecker wants to start ceeded in getting only eight of the goods. The exposure through a con- organizing
a "People's
Lobby" the hard rainfall of inc past few day
The prospects are for a big crowd
right away extending the double pot- twelve furors out of esoo people sum- viction has proren successful, as any bureau, the members of
which will nude the mud too soft in the filled-it out at the baseball grounds this afterton dawn from Fifth to Fourth, moned, to try the case charging Will firm desiring to be classed as reput- advocate pure food legislation, and
hole to properly support the brick, noon to witness the game of football
where a new curve is to be placed, Lightfoot, colored, with murdering able cannot continue under the cloni try to weed out the professional trust
with result that the %all caved in for between the teams of this city and
leading into South Fourth. On the Roy Sloane, white, near Woodstock. of having impure goods turned out of lobbists over the country. Many rea number of feet. It will take only from Metropolis Both clubs consist
itsi
factory
or
wholesale
boast.
Only
board of works agreeing to let the Tenn., several years ago. Lightfoot
nowned men of the country are in the a few hours for the brickmasons
to of high school boys, and already
last weeh he convicted a merchant at movement which has prospects
brick street be torn up far the new was arrested here in Paducah
of ac- re-lay the brick so the wall will be many tickets have been disposed of
Hogenville.
for-selling
Ky.,
goods
not complishing great gond.
doable track, the car company binds
for the contest, that promises to he
strotig ancl substantial.
itself that when the tracks are down
a hot one. The boys have been conit will remove all the brick in the
stantly practicini for many days and
„• entire street. from curb to curb, and
are in excellent condition. This will
replace them with fine Puritan block
be the opening game of the fall series
brick 1,ke are to he used down about
by the Paducah lads.
Second and Washington streets. The
Professor Departed.
brick now down between Fourth and
Professor H. H. Cherry of Gotilise
Fifth on Broadway, are of a small
Green left yesterday for his botne,
size that cannot de duplicated just at
after spending a day or two in the
present, therefore new ones could not
MR. W. C. ELLIS BROUGHT
city His address before the high
be obtained to put back where the car
ALDERMEN
SETTLED
THE HON 4. D. COBURN HERE TO
FROM SMITHLAND YESIT WILL BT FIRST "BRICKED" school yesterday was one of deep intreks will go. In order not to have
MATTER BY PUTTING
MAKE TALK
TO
TERDAY MORNING.
terest to the scholars, it being of a
two sixe brick in the square, Mr.
ALLEY IN RESIDENCE
DOWN CONCRETE.
OATHERING.
general educational tenor.
I
•
Bleecker agrees to remove every
DISTRICT.
In the afternoon Professor Cherry
brick now in the square and put new
addressed the teachers during their
ones downfi everything to be done un Miss Mayrne Baynharn Carried to Alderman Miller Wants to
Pat Con- Conunisaioner Vreedand Made Exmonthly literary, speaking for one and
Yazoo. Miss, for Treatment—
der supervision of City Engineer L.
It Has Been Graveled Por Year, one half hours upon the line of gencrete Walks From Broadway
cellent
Talk
Yesterday
on
Henry Presnall Shot.
A. Washington. These new bricks ,
But is in bad Condition Now,
to Trimble on Fountain Ave.
eral education.
General Farming.
go down all the way from where the
and will Be Reconstructed.
bitulithic ends at Fifth, to the east
Initial Publication.
property line at Fourth that being
Mr. W C Ellis was yesterday
The first issue of The Ishkoodah
The
controversy
regarding
sideThis
is
the
last
day
of
the
Farmers'
the line of Ogilvie and McPherson.
morning brought from Smithland on walks
along Fountain avenue between Institute, or agricultural convention, The alley running from Sixth to for the present school term, will be
It is ptobable the car company will the packet and taken 'from wharf tr
Broadway and Jefferson streets has and it will prove one of the most in- Seventh street between Broadway gotten out next week by the high'
take up the curve leading from Broad Riverside hospital in Uedertaker Guy
been settled by, the aldermen as far teresting since the body gathered. On znd Kentucky avenue will have the school scholars, who are getting no
way into North Fourth street, as it Nances ambulance. Hk was placed
alley to some excellent matter for their perias they are concerned, by ordenng account of The Kentucky theatre be- disfmction of being the first ,
is not of any use, the curve leading in a private ward of the institution fer
odical.
an ordinance brought in providing ing used for theatrical productions to- be improved with brick out in the
into South Fourth being sufficient to treatment of the attack of threatened,
for concrete pavements on both sides day the convention will be transferred strictly residence portion of the
•
answer the needs.
ganitery Conditions.
preunsonia, which overcame him last of that block.
to the City Hall general assembly city. Steps in this direction were
A
good
deal of cempleint has been
week while visit:ng in Smithland
On the East side of the avenue the chamber. The most prominent speak- trken Thursday night by the alderSixth Street Walks.
with friends. He was accompanied people have no pavements at all, and er of today is Hon. F. D. Coboure, men, who ordered an ordinance made of recent regarding the sanitary
condition of the school building at
Just before meeting with Mr. here by Mrs. William C. Hughes,
his f...ye petitioned the city authorities secretary of the state board of agri- brought in for the improvement. .
Eighth and Harrison streets, the prOBleecker, the board of works yester- daughter, who has been at hia
culture
from
Kansas,
The alley has been graveled for a
who arrived yesbed- to have them laid. Over on the optests coming from parents of scholars
day inspected the concrete sidewalks s'de for several days
terday, and will deliver a talk that number of years, but last year it was
sidewalk,
brick
there
is
posite
side
a
attending that building, and to whom
• lad on both sides of North Sixth be
morning
Taken South Poe Health.
of
deep
interest to everybody dug up many times while sewerage, the children report
but those people on that side do not
that the closets
tween Broadway and Jefferson street.
Miss Mamie Baynham, librarian at want the brick taken up and con- interested in tilling the soil. Today's steam heating and other pipes were
are in such condition that many times
Contractor Bridges has finished the Carnegie library, was last evening
program
is
as
follows:
laid down underneath. This left it in they clog up, overflow and leave the
crete put down; It would make
sidewalks and wanted the board to taken to Yazoo, Miss., for her health
Morning Session.
a pretty bad condition, and the peo- basement in a bad condition. It
unusoally
the
for
things
look
odd
accept them officially, so there could that has been bad of recent. She was
Musk.
ple Whose premises back up on the seems the flow of water going
sidewalk to remain on the West
brick
be collected from the abutting prop- accompanied by heh sister, who is
Alfalfa—F. D. Coburn, secretary alley have requested the
city au- through the closets and toilets is not
opposite side of the
on
and
side
the
erty owners the cost of laying the manager of the sanitanum there.
state board of agriculture, Topeka, thorities to have new
gravel spread sufficient to keep them cleaned out
sidewalks.
street
concrete
walks. The board found a bad place
Kansas.
in there at cost of the public gov all the time, and as a resnit the overThe matter has been before the ofDairyman in Kentucky—Prof. R. M.
about fifty feet long beside Oehlernment.
flow leaves accummulations not very
ficials for some weeks now, and to Allen, experiment
schlaeger's drug store, and refuse, to
station, Lexington. The aldermen
Sprained Arm.
desired to have the healthy.
the matter the aldermen have
settle
Afternoon Session.
accept the work until this strip is
Foreman T. J. Dansher of the I.
al!ey improved with brick at cost of
d.rected that an ordinance be brought
Music
torn up and better concrete put down. C.. switch engine in the yards. yesHIDDEN GOLD FOUND.
the
abutting, property owners, the
stipulating that on both sides from
in
Address—Prof. H. Garman, state
This strip was laid at nighttime and tcrday morning tried to -leap aboard
officials believing that by reconBroadway to Jefferson there shall Entomologist.
evidences inferior workmanship. The the engine while it was moving
Closet
$eco Found in a
Near
pavements.
Soil Fertility—Prof. M. A. Scovell, structing it in this meaner it will be
contractor will pet it in good con- sat iftly, and he was thrown against be concrete
Mayfield.
Alderman Miller wanted the pave- director Kentucky experiment station, put in first class condition for years
dition right aawy, and whei-: this is the tank in such a . manner as to
While on her death bed last week,
to come and there be no need of
ments to run all the way from Broad- Lexington, Ky.
-done the board will receive the work badly sprain his arm that will lay him
Mrs. Mary Ann Edwards, living seven
future
repairs
work.
or
Trimble street on the avenue,
way
to
Ibtensive Farming—Charles L.
Mcon behalf of the city government.
up a week or so.
There are several alleys down miles west of the city told one of her
but it was decided not to do this Intire, Ohio.
relatives that she hid away $ew in
town
that are brickecf but this is the
storm
no
present
are
there
became at
Yesterday Hubert Vreeland, coin
LIQUOR DEALERS ATTEMPT
gold and named the place where to
water sewers between Monroe and missioner of agriculture for this state first one in the residence section. To find it. Her story was not given
Struck By Bullet
TO BLOCK TEMPERANCE
Yest• rday mornmg some street Trimble, and if the concrete was put made a fine talk on general farming do this work the authorities do not much credence but tlae week a search
have to get the consent of majority was made and
snre'' enough the
Ask For Writ of Mandamus to Pre- urchin placed a 38 revolver cartridge down now it would have to be torn lines, while J. B. Fort talked on
"Goats,"
of
the abutting property owners, as amount of gold monist*, was
R.
M.
Allen
Sewers
laid.
sewers
on
pure
the
are
when
tile
food
up
or
the
Woodford
street
car track at Maiden
vent
Officers from
*.
found
alley, on Broadway between First and were put down some months ago on laws, H. S. Berry on truck gardening the fist state legislature enacted laws concealed in a closet in a roiern where
Announcing Vote.
and
G.
I.
empowering
Christie
'second class ditties to she forbid any one from entering.
on Modern Methodt
Verselles, Ky., Qct tg. —A petition Second streets. A rassing car ran the avenue between Broadway and
of Seed Corn Selectioe
irne:•••,.e any streets or alleys it She died at the age of 73e,years and
has been filed in The Wood ford cir- over and exploded the cartridge, Monro.
%vented to. without eslcing the prop- the money she said had been there
-cuit court by the liquor dealers of which sent the bullet into the breast
erty owners.
ONLY ONE RECRUIT.
for so years, or during the late civil
Versailles and others praying the of Henry, the 14-year-oj.d son of
CONVENTION OVER.
war. The money was mostly in $20
court to issue a writ of mandamus Merchant's Policeman Jmes PresWillie Counts, of Trenham. Miss., zold pieces and will be divided with
'Lieutenant
William
L.
Reed
of
the
rell,
the
lad
passing
at the time. The
against R. H. Gray, clerk of the
The Paducah delegation to the
bas returned home after visiting his the rest of her estate. among her
Woodford county Court and J. T. boy fell to the sidewalV, but was Ohio Velley Improvement Associa- army recruiting office at Evansville,
unclg. Me Henry Counts.
heirs. Her estate was valued at about
arrived
here
last
evening
and
accepted
Wilhoit, presiding judge of the court, cariied t into the Western Turf sa- tion's convention will return tonight
Miss Ida Levy, of Owensboro, re- $2.500.—hfayfield Messenger.
William
Napier
of
Sheffield,
Ala., who
commanding them to refrain from en- loon at that point where physicians from Portsmouth. Ohio where the
was enlisted for the cavalry service by turned home yesterlay after visiting
tering or recording the certificate found the bullet had barely indented body has been in session several
her sister, Mrs.' Jacob Luft.
Sergeant Blake at the local office.
—Mr. and Mrs. Jack Houser have
made by the board of election com- the skin, its force being spent while days. Wheeling, W. Va., was chosThe naval recruiting station that
Mrs. M. Haynes and daughter, Miss a new baby boy at their home in
missioners of Woodford county, cer- gong through the lad's thick cloth- en as the place for the session next has
been open here for the past week, Louise, of Louisville, gee visiting Mrs. (18 Tennessee street
tifying to the result of the local op- ing. The leaden missile was 'found year. Mr. Saunders A. Fowler of this closes today
and the men leave for James St John
tion election held in this county Sep- ingde his clothing. For a while it was City was chosen one of the associa- other fields to
enlist men for the
Miss Olga List L71‘ returned from
"gam aqt ur uth!it
tlsough he was badly injured.
tvether so, te006.
tion vice-presidents.
sea service.
a two months' via!! in Chicago..
'set panadde uocnu matt 4 —

FOOTBALL GAME TODAY
AT BASEBALL PARK
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•
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BROUGHT HERE PAVEMENTS ON TODp CLOSES IALLEY HAS
TO HOSPITAL FOUNTAIN AVE.
CONVENTION
DISTINCTION

gl•

fU. se

•

• .0.0 •••••
*Lama-

erommomammewa,,..
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Yest
ernoon the annual •
First Presbyterian.
ing of the West Union Baptist
Illa
Rev. W. E. Cave will preach mornaociation, came to a close at Bayou ing and evening tomorrow at the
Baptist church in the county where First Presbyterian church, but has not
it has been in session for the past yet decided on his topics.
three days. Yesterday was taken up
In the morning with hearing reports
Preaches Out of Town.
and talking over the religious work,
Rev. T. J. Owen goes to Little
while at ii3o o'clock in he afternoon Cypress and
preaches
tomorrow
Rev. Calvin M. Thompson of the morning at the Methodist church, and
First Baptist church- of this city returing to the city, he goes to
preached. The delegates
decided Wingo, Graves county, and fills the
upon Oscar, Ballard county, as the pulpit there at night. His pulpit at
place for holding the tow gathering. the Littleville Methodist church here
Nearly 1,000 people were present at will be filled rnornig and evening by
the close yesterday.
Rev. Davis, while at both hours Rev.
Rev. Thompson, Mr. Joseph F.. McCarney will preach at the West
Potter, Mr. Lee Potter and the others Tennessee street Methodist church.
of this city, returned last night from
the meeting.
Last of First Week.
Today the last of the opening week
First Baptist
pf ctookings, will be held at the
Rev. C. M. Thompson will be in Rheosies-Burford
establishment on
his pulpit ,tomorrow morning and North Foltirth street, with there in
night at the First Baptist church. He charge the Ladies Aid society of the
has been away all week at the West Mech-anicsburg
Methodist church.
Union session, therefore has not se- These ladies made more out of their
lected his topics.
one day last year than any other congregatihon, with their cooking and
Grace EpiseopaL
sales.
At 7:30 o'clock tomorrow morning
communion services will be held at
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Grace Episcopal church.
A Rally
Rev. E I. Warren of Henderson,
Day service for the Sunday school will arrive here this
afternoon, and
children will be held at 9:3o o'clock, preach tomorrow
morning and evenwhile at 10:45 o'clock Rector David ing at the Cumberland
Presbyteria
Wright preaches on "St. Andrew." church.
The attendance of all is desired at
the morning hour as something important will be told them. The services will occur at the usual evening
hour

I

Second Baptist.
Rev. Dr. Graham will occupy the
pulpit tomorrow morning and evening at the Second Baptist church.
Rev Fleetwood Ball of Lexington,
Tenn, several weeks since accepted
the call to come and take pastoral
charge of this flock, but he has not
yet arrived.
Sunday School Rally.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon a
Sunday' school rally will be held at
the First Presbyterian churole and
it is desired that the superintendents,
teachers and all others of•every denomination who are interested in the
wort, be in attendance as a lecture
will be delivered them by Rev. T. C.
Geloaner of Henderson. Ky,
, who is
one of the leading officials of the

"NO PAY,
NO CURE"

A Rare
'Treat
Awaits
ou

SPECIAL
IMPORT
SHIPMENT
OF.....

Oriental
RUGS

A SPECIAL
SHOW
OF
IMPORTED
RUGS

$2.50
TO
$150
EACH
•

Special„„

Blacklist of Delinquent Patients W;11
Be Kept—Organization
Formed.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE
JUST I N THE RECEIPT OF• SPECIA
According to the Danville (Ill) Press
L
IMPORT SHIPMENT OF GENUINE ORIENTAL RUGS,
medicos of that city have reversed
RANGING IN PRICE FROM Ss.so TO $13o
EACH. AMONG THIS ASSORTMENT YOU WILL FIND
THE FAMOUS KELZAC, KHIVA.
the old motto—instead of "no cure,
ANTIQUE, PERSIAN, CASHMERE, SHIRAZ. SAROUK,
BOKHARA.
no pay," it will be "no pay, no cure."
SOUL, CARABAUGH. ANATOLIA , ANTIQUE-CARABAUGH, SHIRVAN, BALOOCHESTA.N,MASANTIQUE-KELZAC AND
The Press says:
LIZGHI PATTERNS AND MAKE S. YOU ARE
ANTIQUE
MOST
'Do you owe a docteis bill that
THIS BEAUTIFUL LINE, AS IT IS THE LARGESCORDIALLY INVITED TO CALL AND BEE
T ASSORTME NT EVER
ought to have been paid a long time
BEFORE OFFERED
THE PEOPLE OF PADUCAH. W E FEEL THAT
THERE IS NOTHING TOO GOOD
ago? If you do you had better
Third Street Mdthodist.
FOR PADUCAH,
HENCE THIS IMPORTATION
A "Children's Day" service will be square youkself with the medicine
held tomorrow morning at 10:30 man. for the next time you need his
o'clock at the Broadway Methodist services he may refuse to visit you.
church, at which time an excellent He will look over a list of names
program wiil be r, lbdered
the 'or persons who are careless abut
children and others Viking part. This 4 p.,ying such bills, and If
your name
is the service •postponed from last is' written there you
will probably
spring. At 3 o'clock' in the afternoon be told that
the doctor isn't in. At
the Daughters of the Confederacy of a meeting
of physicians and satthis city will hold a "Mrs. Jeff Davis
geons held last evening in the caunMemorial Service" at this church, di
• •
•*:
4:•••:
r t ••.•
chambers., preliminary steps were
•t
while at night Rev. T. J. Newell will
toward forming an organiza•
''‘‘
•
deliver a sermon especially to the taken
.
14.1:
Women's Home Mission society and von to be known as the Physicians'
I
and
Surgeons' Protective Associits work.
of Danville. Twenty-five of the
best known physicians of the city &t
Trimble Methodist.
I
Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the tended the meeting and listened to
Trimble street Methodist church will a short address by the organizer. a
insurance agent, who briefly
return today from Hinkleville where former
s
he has been assisting Rev. Brassfield stated the object of the association
with a revival. Dr. Armstrong will The organization will be similar in
preach tomorrow morning and eten- some respects to the Merchants' association.
The organizer, whose
ing at his church here.
name is withheld for the present, will
be employed by the association as
German Lutheran.
Rev. Ilten of the Gartuth Lutheran business man, and his duties will bt
church of South Fourth street, is in to keep a list of persons who refuse
Missouri attending the Synod, and as to pay their doctor's bills, and colresult„,there will be no preaching to- lect old bills. He will receive a sal- c“mpel confirmed drunkards to keep er, I shall not send you harrowing
mosrb'w at his church Sunday school ary for the former work and a corn- a pledge and let drink alone.
details of same.
STATICS.
Perhaps no treatment can cure nieri "As you
occurs at the usual hour.
nassiorr on all money collected.
The most religious state—Mass.
know, the Sn:.rk is a small
ical
and mental health, and relieved c.l.ft. She
Thou shall not kill:
The most cleanly state—Wash.
"There are about eighty physicians
is 45 feet long on the waTenth Street Christian.
Deer. between March i.and
The
most egotistical state—me.
in the city and it is understood that cf the abnormal longing for drink, ter line, and at sea is to be propelled
Set,Rev. Shelton 'of Mayfield
will all are in -favor of organizing such who, when sobered, restored to physlsolely by the wind. Yet
timber 1.
The
sickly state—Ill.
she
is
still deliberately return to it.
preach tomorrow morning and even- an association. The twenty-five
The most maidenly state—Miss
uiir5rel, between February 1 and
equipped with a 70 horsepower enwho
But if eider the pledge or the en- gine.
ing at the Tenth street Christian were present at last night's
The medical state—Md.
When we strike the land, out June
meet- forced
church. Senday school at the rcgtiTar ing signed mernbcrihip cards.
'treatment operate, favorably go
The most paternal state—Pa.
du
s cks, between April t and
the masts, on 'gots the engine, and AtWild i•
Anhour.
The mining ptate---Ore
other meeting will be held i,,. the in a large proportion of cases, that is away we go up.into the land. For in- August 15.
The bunco state—Conn.
Wild goose, between April 1 and
rear future, at which time the or- more than can be stid to have ever stance, we plan to go up the Seine
Gone to Wheeling.
The deep in debt s,ate—O.
ganization will be perfected and of- resulted from any system of punish- to Paris; up the Danube from the
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton left this
ment.—Richmond (Va.) Journal.
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Teal
ficers
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elected."
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Black
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sea
1
and
to
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zon and other big South American riv- August is.
to bold a prottacted meeting at the
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Wild
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and
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r
the United States, up th:
Christian church there. He has been
Cure of Drunkards.
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and
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1.
Hudson, along the Erie canal an3
here this week vi;iting his Wilily,
For several years Ji dge Pollard of
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.
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great
1
and
fakes and down the Mississippi
and expects to be gone'-sorne week!, St. Louis. Mo., has been suspending
Some men are never content. It is
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to
the
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prosecuting his evangelistic work.
of
Mexico.
We expect to
sentence on men brought before him lio uncommon thing nowadays to see
Quail, between January - and Nospend months on the canals of Chifor dnmicenness and setting them at a multi-millionaire risk
'his
life a na, a. summer
vzmber
15.
Fort3 years ago the Marquis of
German Evangelical.
at Venice, a winter at
liberty upon their pledge to drink
Partridge, between January i and Bath placed three lily
Rev. T. C. Gebauer, one of the ro more. Judge Pollard's theory is hundred times in an hour's automobile Naples, and certainly a winter at St.
roots in the
November ts.
state field workers of the Kentucky that "virtually the man is enjoined race with more sang-froid and disre-, Petersburg. And because the
lake of his estate at Longlent. Now
boat
Doves, between February i and Au- the lilies occupy the water
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only possesses life. It is presumed hind, I consider
here to-day and preach tomorrow
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that I shall get
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this
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same restless spirit, so strong kr more intimate touch
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that the
have in
with peoples Novembe
r 15.
some of us. has caused; Jack Lon- and ,conditions
choral. on South Fifth street. To- no
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thought, of keeping it. A court
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morrow night at 7:30 o'clock at this
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don, he of the "Call of the Wild," to hung around
can hardly be expecteci to give a man
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the ports.
church he preaches on "Christ Work
cense tol hunt in Kiehtuckx. No
fart forth on a round-the-world trip "I guess
my first article to you will
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and The Lord's Prayer" illustrating
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Hawaii,
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man
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At 3 o'cloek totnorrow afternoon physicians agree with him. He
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know what I am going to do for you
mainly to Belgium, and mostly
my whole itinerary."
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WHERE DID YOU BUY
SAVED BABY
LION'S LIFE YOUR PIANO?

sight of the Federal picketfi
d w
res. A
careful note was made of their position, then we made our way back
GEN. BASIL DUKE, IN HOME AND FARM.
as. we had come, being fortunate
In his very attractive book, "The proceeded toward the Federal lines. enough to elude the eyes of the sen- Untold Suffering and
Constant
Partisan Rangers," Gen. Adam R. ar.d soon got within range of some tries, as well as to discover a fordMisery
—Awful
Sight
From
that
Johnson tells 'his reminiscences of skirmishers advancing in line. I tin:a ,.ble place in the back water about
half
a
Dreadfu
mile
l
Donelso
Complai
from the enemy's lines
Fort
n. The personal story retraced my route apd was fortunate
nt, Infantile Ecis an interesting one, but his account to find the captured horse where I Cad that kould be ca'sily crossed on horsezema—C
ommenc
ed
at Top of his
becomes more so because of the re- left him, and took him to camp, bade." 0,1
Head
and
Covered
Entire Body.
cent revival of the controversy gon- I which I reached just as Forrest was "On teaching our horses we sprang
irto the saddles and rode at full
ceraing the disastrous surrender preparing to go to headquarters.
I
. Confederate headquarthere, and upon whom the blame'found Burroughs with Forst and speed to At
should rest. It will be remembered presented him with the captured steed, ters where we found Col. Forrest
a
that Gen. Buckner's friends have al- much to the joy of the unselfish anxiously awaiting our return. He
ways contended that if his advice had 11 young preache.
r. Having reported to immediately conducted us to the coubeen followed, the Confederate forces ' Forrest, he told me I had better eat cil chamber, where Gens. Floyd, Pil"Gur baby had that dreadful remwould have been extricated and 'hat! my supper and go to bed in his tent, low and Buckner were In earnest con- plaint,Infantile Ecsema, which affix ttcl
escaped capture; and that although saying, 'I know I have worked you sultation over their dangerous situa- him for several months,commencing at
the top of his head,and at last covering
surrender was made by him, it was Pretty hard and know you need some. tion end their eifft•rznt views of pol- his whole body. Hie
suffering ecru
icy.
The supreme question of the untold and constant misery, ins fact,
only after the action of others, has test.'
Superiors in command, had rendered
"But Martin, weary and worn by hcur was already settled in Forrest's there was nothing we would not have A
done to have given him relief. The
it inevitable.
the long and severe labors he had un- clear, decisive mind, for his plan of family
action
was
fully
mapped out. Af- incapabldoctor seemed to be wholly
The effective strength of the Con- dergone, had already dropped to
e of coping with the ease, and
federate army within the trenches of sleep in a bed of snow. His two best ter hearing our report the •three Con- after various experiments of his, which
federate
leaders
discussed the mat- • resulted in no benefit to the child, we
Fort Donelson was scarcely woo. friends, Forrest and myself, fearing
E. E. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
Gen. Grant had, when he first ap- that he would suffer by this expos- ter without reserve. As Martin and I sent to Maxon,Ill., to a druggist and got
a
full
of
set
the
Cuticura
were.
Remedie
s and
almost frozen by our wade in
peared in front of the place, about ure, lifted him gently and laid him
applied as per directions, and
began
15,000 men. On the 13th of Febru- inside the tent, covering his uncon- the fretting water and our wild gal- to improve immediately, and he
in about
ary, Commodore Foote arrived with scious form with warm blankets. In lop through the bitter wind, we hug- three or four days began to show a
ged
the
stove
and
listened attentively brighter spirit and really laughed, for
the flotilla of gunboats, and brought accordance with my habit, I first
also to Grant loom or more addi- groomed and fed my faithful horse, to the arguments of these generals. the first time in a year. In about ninety
days he
fully recovered, with the
tional troops. The Federal strength, which I had ridden hard from early We soon saw that they all somewhat exceptionwas
of a rough skin, which is
therefore, was nearly double that of morn without iood or rest; then pro- doubted the feasibility of escape in the gradually disappearing, and eventually
the Confederates
But while the,ceeded to broil some bacon, the most night. Pillow strenuously opposed will be replaced by a healthy one.
"Praise for the Cutieura Remedies
Confederates could expect no rin- savory and grateful meat a very serrender. Buckner believed that furforcements, the Federal army could be hungry man can cat, which I ravenous- ther resistance only involved a use- has always been our greatest deasure,
and there is nothing too .I that we
promptly and largely reinforced and Is devoured, after making a sand less sacrifice of life, while Floyd could say in their favor,
or they cersupplied, immensely increasing the wit of it between two pieces of was non-commital. Floyd and Pill3W, tainly saved our baby's life, for he was
while
ranking
Buckner, seemed desir- the most awful sight that I ever beheld, OFFICE PHONIC 484-a
disparity of force between the com- h. rutack.
RRIIIDURCE PHONE 44
batants already existing. Under these I 'fhat frugal fa•e, after so long a ous of shifting upon his shoulders the prior to the treatment of the Cuticurs
Remedie
s.
Maebelle
Lyon,
Mrs.
1826
responsi
•
bility of remaining and carconditions Gen. Buckner believed that!(so, made such Z,r impression upon
Appleton Ave., Parsons, Kan., July 18,
it was impossible to long withstand: me that
,I remember it to this day rying out the plan of surrender while 1905."
Asammasauxuatannunmanemmuumm
the attacks of the enemy and save as the most satisfying supper I tier they would make an effort to escape.
est Continuous Honest
•
the fort, but that by prompt action,1 partook of. I had been unceasingly This was the final conclusion of the
the army might be saved. He there- eniployed since Wednesday morning, heated discussion, and Forrest gainComplete external and internal treatfore suggested that the greater part avid had not stopped to take much ed consent to lead his command out men t for every
humor, consisting of
before
daylight
.
We
hastened to Cuticura Soap,Oin Wien t,and Pills, may
oi the Confederate forces should, with needed repose until now, Saturday
arcuse
the sleeping soldiers and get DOW be had for one dollar. A single
as little delay as possible move from night. Still under the excitement
he city. Money
the trenches and attack and drive of the events of the day, I had passed tl'em under arms and mounted for set is often sufficient to cure the most
disfiguri
ng, itching, burning,
Valuables.
back the Federal right, thus open- beyond the desire to sleep, and sat their hazardous nocturnal enterprise. torturing,
and scaly humors,eeseinas,rashes, and
•
ing the Wynn's Ferry road to Char- munching my cracker and bacon and These fine fellows were completely irritations, from infancy to
ago, when
ktte by which the entire army could gazing thoughtfully into the camp fire, worn out with their hard day's labor all else fans.
in
the bitter cold, and it was with
Dairen box 01811Msd. NM Ms sin MI
then safely march to Nashville. This when I was aroused from my revPoem Dim•CUM- Cin.,
Prses...
=
81
great difficulty that Martin and I elesPoril
tog SOUTH RZCOND.
plan was considered and adopted by erie by the clatter of horses' feet
Tbs Owes Ws Mak."
end
up- succeeded in
waging them; but we
a council of war held on the night of on the frozen road. It was Forrest,
the isith. The movement was made -vho dashed up and called excitedly, shook them and punched them. and cution of this purpose, and that Pilrubbed snow in their faces, and tried low strangely abandon
early the next morning and was per- 'Johnson, where', Mtstin '
ed it after it
fectly successful. The Federal right " 'In the tent, still asleep, colonel,' to make them understand the nature was practically successful. Nor can
of the march before them. Almost there be any doubt, from
was driven from its position and was the reply.
Gen. Johnall of them got into the saddle, but son's description of the
forced back a considerable distance. "'Rouse him up, for God'a
route by
sake, a few unfortun
ate ones were left be- which Forrest escaped, that while ;t
But Gen Pillow, elated with the suc- rouse him up; there's work
to be Fad and were
afterward found asleep was practicable for a regiment of cavcess of the movement. which was in- done,' Forrest cried, -n the same
ex-, in their blankts
Just as the regi- alry, it was not so for tz,000 or 11tended to extricate the army, was in- cited tone.
--ITITTMETTOMFAND irEBALXERS
duced to believe that he could re"I dropped the hardtack, sprang ment was moving off Forrest or- 000 infantry.
dered Martin and myself to return to
White Ambulance tor sick and injured oaly
pulse the enemy and maintain the t.p and rushed into the tent
where headquarters.
ea
He had meantime arfort, and ordered the troops back into Martin was peacefully sleeping
Children
Italy
in
are
not
allowed
aiid7reeidence 213 South 3rd Street
, havthe entrenchments.
ing forgotten that there ever was ranged with Dr. J. W. Smith, a na- to rub their eyes. When an infant
t:ve citizen residing near and famil- bursts into tears no effort is made to
Gen. Johnson was at that time such a disturbing element as
Yan- iar with the country
, to guide him out repress the emotion, but the youngserving with Forrest as a scout With kees. It was with much
difficulty
hrn was Robert M. Martin, subse- that he was aroused, and he was still by the route we described. Leaving ster is allowed to have its cry out.
our horses tied near the tent, we It is asserted that this beautifies the
quently lieutenant colonel of the sitting on the blanket rubbing
INSURE WITIEV+C-his walked back to
headquarters, and eyes and makes them clear, while
Tenth Kentucky cavalry, the regi- eyes when Forrest entered.
were informed by Gens. Pillow and rubbing the eyes injures them is
ment Johnson soon afterward recruit"'Boys, these people are talking
Floyd
that we were to be their guides many ways.
ed and commanded.
about terrettelerinat -and- I- am Ir tng
as far as •Nisliville."
I transcrbe that part of his nar- cut of this place before they
do, or
These are the statements of an un- "Flower name weddings" are fash- 0111MINes
rative of what he witnessed at Don• bust hell wide open,' he announc
en. usually intelligent
and accurate ob- ionable in Europe just now At one
elson which relates to the movement in his determined and
express. e server. They confirm
the claim that recently where the bride's name was
on the tath, undsgtaken to open the style.
the sortie on the 14th had opened a Violet, the bridesmaids wore Parma
stay for the Confideratae retreat, and • "Martin, now thoroughly
awake, sat way by which
the Confederate forces violet-colored satin dresses, with vel- Mice 106 Broad
of Forrest's escape:
looking at the grim race of his lead
way
Plkones:Otlice 385—Residence 1696
could have been safely gotten out of vet capes of darker shade and hats
"I returned to report that the Fed- er in open-mouthed astonis
to
hment, the fort and • have
•
escaped capture; match. They carro:d bouquets of
•erals had at last made another stand, while I stood stiff and straight
wifi also that Buckner
urged the prose- Parma violets.
with greater numbers. I found For- surprise. I felt so confiden
t that a
rest with Pillow, Floyd and Buck- g-eat and decisive victory
had been
ner. As I drove up I heard Gen. Buck- gained by the Confederates
that the
ner say: The Wynn's Ferry road is i.t. a of surrendering had
never preopen now, and if we intend to move sented itself, but on Forrest'
s anaccording to the program, we ought n. uncement I determi
ned to rrabe
to do so at once.'
my escape also from that place be"'I am not in .favor of retreating,
re this plan was put into effect.
•
Gen. Pillow replied. 'We can drive
"'That's what 'these d—d fools inthem into the Tennessee river.' I tend to do, so you boys
must go at
gathered from this fragmentary con- once and find some
•al
is
way for my regi1p14 with
•
versation that Fort Donelson had ment to get out
kdi
of here, for get out
been regarded as untenable, and that they must. if I
have to kill every
an evacuation had been anticipated. Yankee picket
to do it,' the cavalry
Buckner evidently thought that the leader said.
propitious hour had arrived; Pillow
"'But, colonel how are Martin and
objected; Floyd was silent. They I to get through these lines
when no
asked me what I had to report. I countersign has been
given and ortold them that the Federal, were ders to shoot anyone
Get asthma. on Plamblag and &team or Hot Water
who attempts
Heating from f
again advancing, and had received re- to pass?' I inquired,
puzzled, but deinforcements to a considerable extent. termined to do my
best.
Jost at this time heavy Ong was
"'I do not know how you are to
heard upon our right, and Gen. Floyd get through. but
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
all depends upon
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ordere dthe infantry to retire behind you, and you simply
must find a way
the entrenchments.
or make one, for I am going to take
"I received orders to go to the my command out
'MR PROMPT PLUMBS..
of here before dayfront again and keep a close eye up- light,' was the
Isoluesiar /hams.
stern rejoinder.
is* South berth Street
IntL Mumma was
on the enemy's movements report- "We
were soon in the saddle and
ing everything of importance that turned our
horses' heads toward the
might occur; while Forrest received Wynn', Ferry
road. Our quickly iminstructions to collect all the wound- ptovised plan was to
assume the role •
ed and all the arms and accoutrements of officers,
out with instructions to be
(Brew peasant)
be might find scattered about the bat- doubly careful
in letting anyone
tlefield.
through the lines. After searching for
"Galloping forward I came to a some time we succeed
liillEfIERAL CAR T AGE
' BUSINESS._
ed in finding a
=Ili farm not very far beyond the guard line
reaching the backwater of
Wynn's Ferry road, where I discov- the much swollen
Cumberland river.
11.1.1111511111 BlailIBILIT/B/8 TOR illANDUNG 711111/0HT. ArA CHINered that the Yankees had turned the A few paces
from picket base, out in
-dwelling house into a hospital. Com- the river,
WM"
was a small strip of land
INPODS.
ing around to the front of the house, completely
surrounded by water and
/ observed a young aide-de-camp extendis
ig down into or lines. Ridammo 1016.101 AND 1110/• ROE, BOTH PHONELS.
sitting upon his 'horse, and could dis- ing a
short distance into the woods
tinctly hear him order the surgeon to we dismoun
ted and tethered our horsP. D. FITZPATRICK..SUPT
oltrve all his wounded that could pos- es to a tree;
wishing to lessen the
sibly stand such treatment, to the danger
of being halted, we decided
-rear: As he turned to ride of!, I it was best
to pursue this course, as
VETERINARY
SURGEON AND DENTIST.
.commanded him to halt, but instead we were less likely
to be discovered
-of heeding he dre'w' a pistol and I cn foot than
on horseback. , Slipping
Graduate from Alfortville Veterinary school (Parisi, France) also
was compelled to shoot him. I then stealthi
ly to the bank, we noiselessly Ontario Veterinary school and
FIRE INSURANCE
Detroit Dental college. Charter member of
eaught the young lieutenant's horse, stepped
Into the water and waded out the Ohio Veterinary Medical Associat
ion.' Will treat scientifically with the
aid, telling the Federal surgeon that to the small
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerisland; then dropping latest improved instruments and up
to date treatment of all diseases of
they were now within the Confederate upon bellies,
we wiggled our way domesticated animals.
lines, and that he must not stir from along until we had passed
the pickthe spot, I rode on; but finding cap- ets; then. entered the
water again and
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
tured horse a great impediment to waded back to the mainlan
d. The
y scouting, I tied him to a tree and ice-cold water
made our teeth chatter
Offices Thntsvou Transfe
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here are Hundreds of People to Be West Kentucky Coal Company Furnishes Fuel, and Bradley and
Sued by the City for Back Taxes
Brothers the IreedStuff.
Claimed Due,

Exclusive
Stylesin
Cloaks

Ss.oe
2.5e
Yesterday afternoon a meeting of
Next Monday Judge Edward Fur City Clerk Henry Bailey. is telling
,... 1.91$
year Will start his copyist to w3rk the finance committee of the counMayor
a
upon
pretty
good
joke
.re
1 ':
spots a long and tedious undertaking, cil and aidermanic boards held„, a
Yeiser as result of the latter's trip to
that of getting a description of sev- meeting and awarded to the West
fairing * receive this paper Chicago several weeks ago to attend eral
hundred pieces of property on Kentucky Coal Company the conreglirirlylic should report the matter to the annual gathering o4..-tikap,Mulei
hick aka city government will bring tract of furnishing fuel to the differVas Register Office at once. Tele palities Association. The mayor went suit for.
callection of back taxes ent city departments, exclusive of the
phone Cumberland 318.
there with the City Auditor Alexan- c'aimed due the municipality. The city light plant, for the ensuing
To
Henry L.
i
(kr Kirkland, Secretary T. Q. Taylor judge was secured to get up the de- twelve. months.
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scriptions so the city solicitor can Bradley and Company was awarded
.r
THAT 18 JUST A LITTLE DIFFERENT TO WHAT
of the board of public works, and City
tl:e contract to furnish feedstuff for
YOU MAVIS SEEN, AND SOMETHING THAT IS ABSOEngineer L. A. Washington. The institute the litigation.
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25 LONG COATS FOR LADIES IN PLAIDS, ABSOtised
for thds from coal dealers desirthe
matter
go
from thinking he would do aything
LUTELY CORRECT IN
MI for quite a while, until now the ing to supply fuel to the city, and
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Sg.00
but what is strictly proper.
The editar of the Courier-Journal
AT..,
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were
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but
legislative
KS*
boards
.
'have
the
directed
Clerk Bailey claims he has the
in a two-column criticism of William documents to prove his statements, city solicitor to sue these people and all rejected, not being satisfactory to
35`LONG COATS, NEW IN STYLE AND BEAUTY
R. Hearst asks what Hearst has done however, and tells that while in Chi- compel them to either pay the taxes the authorities. At that time the
COMES IN TAN, CASTOR AND
BLACK, WORTH
Kentucky
Coal Company
to entitle him to the votes - of the cago the mayor was taken with an or have their property sold through West
.
10.00 AT
$7.50
agreed
to
furnish
the
the
fuel,
weigh
it
courts.
attack of indigestion that preverltd
working closs of people.
him from eating solid food for a meal
As it would take weeks to get up on the city public scales for it 1-2
LOT LONG COATS IN TAN, CASTOR AND BLACK.
The New Yark Central railroad or two. Wanting something on his tl.e property descriptions that have to cents per bushel for lump and to t-a
EXTRAORDINARY STYLE AND BEAUTY; REGULAR
was fined yesterday $108,000 for un- stomach though, the cleric says the be included in each suit, the solicitor cents per bushel for nut. After the
Sia.so VALUES, AT
Sto.00
lawful rebates, and the information mayor walked up to an Italian's v ill not 'have time to do this, so the rejechon, new bids were called for,
LOT LONG COATS, ALL COLORS, A COMBINATION
fruit stand and bought a cocoanut, contract was let to the judge, who and Thursday night at the oldermanic
en which the suits were based was
OF STYLE. BEAUTY AND WORKMANSHIP, WORTH
out of which to drink the milk. The
put his copyist to work on the session it developed only one firm
furnished by Mr. Hearst's newspa- mayor then stepped
$itio° AT
Sts.on
around the- cor- records of the county clerk, who bid, the Central Coal and Iron Compers. Mr. Hearst was a prominent ner, dug the pulp out of
one of the keeps a description of all property pany which wanted to furnish lump
too LONG COATS IN CLOTH; COME` IN PLAIDS,
factor In having the government take little holes in the ed of the cocoanut,
••
at it cents per bushel and not at to
both inside and outside this city.
TAN, CASTOR AND BLACK.
a hand in the coal troubles a year or tlrank and relished the milk
so that
The suits will be for thousands of cents per bushel. This company want
Imo ago. He is the enan wha secured he gulped down the entire contents.
EXTRA VALUE IN FABRIC, PERFECTION IN STYLE
dollars
back taxes, and will be in- eil to weigh it over the:r private
cheap gas for New York consumers, The mayor wanted mor.e milk, so says
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The
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the
stituted
Immediately
upon
the
deand also went after the ice trust of Clerk Bailey, so he took a piece of
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and
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scriptIon
matter
to
the
finance
being
finished.
that city in the cp_urts and thereby wax he had chewed, plugged up the
WINNER.
THEY RANGE IN PRICE FROM $411.00
the latter let the contract to the
obtained relief for the suffering peo- hole in the cocoanut end, and smothed
TO
1150.00
Company,
on
West
Kentucky
Coal
ple. His record shows that fie hat back over it the frizzly hairy-like
concern
notifying
committhis
the
A COMPLETE LINE OF MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S
spent his money to fight theor3ppres- strands peculiar to cocoanutes. Mr.
teemen that the bid of two weeks
CLOAKS.
errs of the people, and his newspap- Bailey says the mayor then rushed
lite half
ago was again offeredk
ers have their batteries constantly back to the Italian and excitedly decent extra charged for each bushel
THE LARGEST
AND MOST COMPLETE LINE OF
trained on the thieving trusts and clared.he had been "buncoed" as the
haul the
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of
the
lor
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FURS
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cocoanut
had
no
milk
all.
To
in
it
at
corporations, and in that way has
coal company has to make of each
Seacxx). COME IN AND
FAMILIARIZE
YOURSELF
been of incalculable value to the prove this the mayor shook the nut
WITH THE CORECT STYLES IN WRAPS AND FURS.
load in taking it from their yards
people. Whether his motives were vigoaously, and no "slush-slush" of
THE SAME COURTESY WILL BE SHOWN WHETHdown to the c:ty scales tor the purgood or bad, has nothing to do with milk could be heard inside. The Dago
city
ER
YOU BUY OR NOT. WE WANT YOU TO SEE
wei,ht,
the
getting
the
of
pose
grabbed
it
and
holding
it
to
his
easr,
the value of the benefits derived by
TRAINMEN ARE VICTIMS OF authorities preferring the weight on
OUR LINE.
the people. He has been and is a wildl sidaled the shell also, but it
ANOTHER COLLISION AT
the public scales, raftl-..r than the
public benefactor and as such is en- proved nothing was inside. The dago
LYNDON.
•
thought
he
was
scales of the coal people.
being
private
skinned,
but
titlid to the votes of those who feel
The aldermen referred to the
that his conduct has been a benefit glancing at the Presbyterian mien and
fnance committee also Thursday
to the public. The very fact that dignity of the mayor, doubted if a
sanctified looking gentleman like that C. & 0. Freight Ran Into an L. night the matter of letting the conHears is opposed by every trust and
& N.. and Then ani L. & N.
would do anything wrong, so gave the
tract for feed to be supplied the city
corporation in the land is the very mayor
another cocoanut chuck full of
Crashed Into *reek.
department. Bradley and brothers gat
best reason possible why the people milk, and the
latter ambled around
the contract, agreettng to furnish
should -be for him. The corporations the next corner and drank
this also.
timothy hay at £15 cent./ bran at 93
do not care who or what a man may Cleric Bailey says Mayor
Yeiser ProLouisville, Oct. 19—Thirteen days 3-4 cents. oats 42 1-4 cents, No.
be either as a man or a public ser- ceeded on downtown where he hapvant. All they want is for him to pened to hear some Salvation /WM after another wreck at that point, a corn at 52 cents, and yellow corn at
Serve their interests. So we know of workers preaching, and his conscience di able rear-end collisiod occurred at so cents. Hawkins and Sons Wanted
Tic good reason why the people got' the best of him to the ertent that Lyndon, on the Louisville & Nash- to charge 42 cents for oats, os cents
should be so parficular about the that evening he hunted up the Italian Ville railroad last night mind one man f3t timothy. 53 cents ior corn until
was killed and three injured.
November and 4.3 cents from then unrran who has demonstrated that he and paid him for boll cocoanuts.
The dead:
til January 1st.
stand's for their interests and against
..4101•10"
WILLIAM DODSON, engineer, By securing this contract, the
their enemies. If Hearst is elected
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF S'IOT GUNS
Lexington, Ky.; concussion of brain, West Kentucky Coal Company, now
governor of New York it is certain
AND RIFLES IN THE CITY.
cerebral hemorrhage and internal in- supplies all the coal for the city, as
that he would not xpect to feather Ins
juries.
awardweek
ths
works
of
board
the
nest in a financial wa. for he has
The injured:
ed them the contract of supplying for
plenty of money and does not care
H.
H.
KNOERZER,
fireman,
Lexthe city light plant
ipi it. When the corporation crowd
ington, Ky.. bruises about head and
put a Man in office, that man usbody; will recover,
tiitry comes out "well heeled,' and
ANY,BRAND OR LOAD
W. H. VEAL, fireman, Lexington.
the people must foot the bill.
Ky.; bruised about head and body,
left side badly bruised; may be inThe bard of aldermen acted wise- RED MEN WILL GIVE THEIRS jured internally.
ON
SUNDAY, OCly '4n refusing to delegate to the atW. W. PILYER, brakeman, LexTOBER 28TH.
torneys of the city the power to setington. Ky.; badly shaken and bruisA VERY LARGE STOCK TO SELECT FROM.
thsorthe controversy between the
ed; Will recover.
.13laiste-Tennessea-, Telephone Cum-,
The condition of r the iniured, who COMMITTEE OF
T.
JAMES
Have Selectid—
—
COrneni
ttee to were brought to the University hospatsy, and the city. The matter is
WALBERT CAMP CONFEDLET US SHOW YOU THE ABOVE LINE IF IN NEED OF
Arrange for Theirs Which Ocnee In court and the people wish
pital in this city. is reported to be
ERATE VETE RANS.
•
curs
First
Sunday
in
December.
the‘courts to pass upon the respecgreatly improved today. All will reLUCH GOODS AND WE WI LL SAVE YOU MOSEY.
tiveltighes and privileges of the comcover. Fireman Veal is not as badly Articles Are Upon C, ;onel Reuben
Rowland, One of the Most Promipany and the city. Either the city
in jured as was first supposed. The
The Red Mien's lodge of this city is remains of Engineer Dodson were
nent of Veterans.
bas the power .to regulate and con0'
trol the occupancy of its streets, or it preparing for the annual memorial taken to Lexington this morning.
evsnservices,
and
Tuesday
last
decided
on
night
meeting
During
the
The funeral will take place tomorrow.
.bas- net that power. Common sense
of
date
for
camp
Sunday,
October
28th
as
the
Walbert
James
T.
of
Mg
Three
unique.
will say that if the telephons corn-1
The wreck was
pally desires to continue doing busi- condsctine the s-esscises tt—rt will to. it-c•it trains psrticipated ia the col- Confederate Veterans, a committee
held in the afternoon at the Broadresolutions of
ness in this city that it must subject
lision taking place within an inter- was selected to draft
way Methodist church. During the
regarding the late Colonel all1111111111111164,122111111101111
respect
locomotives
Three
minutes.
itself to all reasoltablt regulations
six
meeting of the lodge last night at val of
most
cars•were reduogd to Reuben Rowland, one of the
adopted by the city for the protection
their hall on North 'Fourth street a and ten freight
Confederate Veterans affiliesteem
life
of
loss
the
of the public.
committee was chosen to arrange for wreckage, and that
ating with the organization. The
The general council went in to the services as follows: Robert Rich- and limb was not greater is little
committee has gotten up the 'docufight this matter and have it settled ardson, Henry Weener, Lewis L. Be- short of remarkable.
ment, which is as follows:
:n the counts, and anything less will bout, and Clarence
Householder.
Paducah, Ky., Oct. 17th, 1936.
nut be satisfactory to the people. The These gentlemen will hold a meeting
0
Whereas, by the immutable laws of.
REPORTED
telephone company has been at war sometime next week and outline the DOCTOR
earthly life all human nature must
SHOT AT ICUTTAWA
with the city for years, and guilty of program to be carried out. This will
perish, death hath in the quiet hours
ell manner of insolence. At the pres- be the second memorial service held
of night taken our friend and comrade
ent time it is entrenched behind an by the—Paducah Red Men since the
Reports reached the police head- Ruben Rowland. to that eternal forinjunction issued • by the Federal lodge was instituted. The first was quarters of thiscity last evening that ever, from whence none have ever
•
court.and the question of dissolving diring 1804. The exercises will be sometime yesterday at Kuttawa City returned, except the Crucified One,
it or making it pt-eminent will be up very impressive and attended by the Marshal William MicCUllcrm of that whom he served. within the next few weeks.
entire public.
Wherefore, Our Catnt shrio. tos U.
city shot a doctor, but none of the
The history of all cases similar t3
Elks' Metnorial.
details could be procured, nor was C. V. which has lost a true and good
The Elks lodge is preparing for its it learned who the physician was
the one now pending is, that they
member which we deeply deplore; his
have been decided in favor of the annual memorial services that will be
bright face, genial smile and friendly
greeting will cheer us no more on
city, and as the time approaches for held the first Sunday in December.
-LWelking Clothing Store.
earth.
this company to be forced to yield The committee designated to prepare
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GENERYesterday morning at 3 ‘iiikick
We extend to the bereaved ones our
to the law a scheme was concocted for it, is Rodney Davis, John- J. DorAL SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
found
Brennan
'heartfelt sympathy in their great loss,
to get the city to place the matter ian,,Harry Johnston, Earl Walters Officers Terrell and
colored and hope that when we are done with
-year-old
Reed,
a
14
and
These
inDennis
R.
Jones.
gentlemen
E.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL
for settlement with the lawyers on
Kentucky avenue, this beautiful world with its joys and
AND SEE OUR STOCK.
both sides. Happily this schems tended meeting yesterday,,but as sev- boy at Second and
will and carried him to the hall where sorrows, we shall meet again when
sets nipped in the bud eV the gen- eral could not be there, they
out
bulged
clothing
ungather next Monday night at the Elks' it was noticed his
we "cross over the river and rest
eral couseil will insist on the courta
hall and outline the features of the considerably. An investigation de der the shade of the trees" at the feet
'deciding the controversy.
veloped he had on three pairs of of Jesus.
program.
trousers, one pair of overalls, nine
We sorrow with them that mourn
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
shirts, three pairs of socks, two suits for him and pray that God may bless
Charged with Assault.
"Lest we forget," the remarks of
417 Broadway.
Will Butler, colored, was arrested of underwear, one pair of shoes, one them.
the Nashville Banner is timely when
yesterday by Officer Scott Fergenon that, eighteen door keys, several trunk
"The Lord tempereth the wind to
it says:
In 1898 we were told that all values and locked up on the charge pi Itio• keys, a pocketfull of cartridges. He the shorn lamb."
Colored Women.
Yesterday morning Alice Howard,
Peace to his ashes.
- would go down it the gold standard liciously assaulting another darky I proved to be a walking gent's furnishAnnie Goodlow colored, and aged colored, and ag-eu 21 years, died
'
B. H. scorn%
was continued, but the price of named Kelly. by striking him in the ings and hardware store. He claimed
36 years, died last night in Rowland- Twenty-First and Adams streets, anciYe
H.. W. HAND,
çfi4ing bead with a brick several days ago.!to be from Mieriphiss.and the pike
town and will be buried- tomorrosa will be buried this afternoon at Oat
everything has gone Fmk
Butler was arrested at Sixth and are holding him for ripvestigition, beW. H. PATTERSON,
-Grove cemetery.
at Oak Grove cemetery. ""
that of silver.
Trimble streets by the patrolman.
lieving he stole the clothing.
Committee /. F. Wklbert Camp.
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Two Chicago Boys Among Sixteen
Rewarded for Bravery.

0,

UY YOURI COAL NOW WHILE
PRICE IS LOW
Cars are scarce and therunusustlf demand for coal has
caused a shortage, which willl be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, `," L U Z ER N E

B

CaPittsburg, Pa., Oct. 19—T
her fund commisaioade
• roll
sixteen more /Awards for heroic acts
reOctober
1.
Four
ccitnmitted otti to
NOT SO MANY- WEICE
-' -Wards. Whop. taider 16 years of
ING AROUND FOURTH
age and one to a 15-year-old girl. me a
•III•
AND BROADWAY.
Among those awarded medals today
s.
!were, the following:
MINIIMMINIIIMIMEZZONETZT31 MI el
Samuel M. De Sherbinin, ao years
INNIIMMIttr,4italitL
Everybody Glad That the Police Have old, a jeweler of Langham, province
of Saskatehewan, Canada, bronze
Declared the Gangs Must Not
Irnecla) for rescuing from drowning on
Blockade Point.
August 23, 190s Alfred 04 Burnham, a carpenter.
Arthur Simon, 15 yea's old, of Val14ch good seems to be accomplishbronze
We also handle all sizes
ed Ey the "move on' order issued by paraiso, Porter county, Ind.,
his
drowning
from
rescuing
for
medal
police
Collins
of
the
Chief James
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
force, regarding the loungers, hang- sister, Golda, 17 years old, and a couson
old,
years
Lippman,
ts
Mabel
in,
Breoldway.
•
ing around Fourth and
Ooal at $9,00 per ton
Yesterday the gang was conspicuous'August 24, 1905.
a
old,
years
31
Schiller.
J.
Henry
by its absence, and from every source +
medal
could be heard expressions of pleas- baker of Sandusky, 0., bronze
ure at the bettered state of circuni- and 1500 for the purpose of liquidsI ating the mortgage on his property.
stances.
Wendell
That run-down, tired feeling is the
Many ladies were heard to congrat- for rescuing from drowning
of
Groveyears
old,
B.
Tussing,
16
tilate Judge Puryear for instructing
foist symptom of MALARIA, take
'Chief Collins to dye the crowds port, 0., at Lakeside, Ottawa county,
away from the orner, as those of the ,0a on August 30 mos.
gentler sex say they have to run the' William G. Stillwell, 13 years old,
gauntlet and hear all kinds of re- i ai orphan of Bellaire, Antrim county,
marks made by the loafers congregat- !Mich., bronze medal and poop, to
ing around the corner, while they are be devoted to educational purposes,
for rescuing from drowning Ruth L.
wedging their way through.
Schoolcraft, 14 years old, on April
much
with
received
is
The order
ati.
1906.
pleasure also by the business men an
of the most remarkable pieces
One
is
patronage
these corners, as their
!wrier's& ,with by the bums loung- of bravery was that of two Chicago
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE HANDS OF RIP VAN WIR43ELE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO STA/
Has
%se aroma From 111 sides yesterday boYL William Darst and Clifford W The specific for all malaria.
LOOKOUT
FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SEE YOU ON JANPiAlitY 1ST, 19o7, THE PURE FOOD LAW,
could be heard words of praise and Snyder. On May 17, Igoe, George
THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
MASTODON,
THE
you.
hopes that the police would keep the ' H• Grosvenor, aged 17 years, and cured others. Will cure
Robert
Bell,
also
17,
both
of
Chicago,
place celared out
•
students, were thrown into Lake
Price so Cents Per Box.
Michigan from a 16-foot sailing canoe
which capsized about a quarter of a
I have this day changed the name of my place of business, m 116 South Fourth street, between
mile from shore, in front of the LaiBroadway and Kentucky avenue, to
cago Beach hotel. A brisk wind was
blowing from die north the surface
of the lake was running whitecaps,
the waves being two fret high. Being
expert swimmers, they attempted to
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins, disMU STORI.
swim to shore with the canoe, but
tiller, registered distillery No. zo.
after thirty nunutes' effort, were be- Seventh and Jackson St
Wallow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD, sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of KenPhone 237
DELIVERED TO THE COLORED numbed by the cold and could make
tucky. This Whiskey is made of e5 bushels of rye, is busbela of malt and 60 bushels of corn asid
METHODIST CONFERENCE
no further progress.
the CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, Nelson County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of any
YESTERDAY.
Employes of the hotel -saw them and •
•+ + + + + + + + + * + +•
kind in this whiskey. I offer a itoo-oo Reward en any chemist who will find one grain of impurities
gave the alarm, and oat of them, a
•
In this, whiskey. Ma wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in St
colored porter 19 years old, who had •'1. A VERY REMARKABLE
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name attached to the label guarantees purity. Therefore they ase
He Tells How to Make This the gone to the beach with the crowd
another of my liquid foods made from the delicious grapes 01 C./Morrie. My blackberry brandy is
YOUNG WOMAN +
f:om the hotel, responded to the reBest Land on the
guaranteed to be purr, made from the pure, delkious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaram
quest of Dam a schoolboy, to ac •
Eanh.
teed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilwortb. Another liquid food that can be used with inspurdtp
•••
•
•*
•••• •
company him and Snyder in a is-foot
for skknean
Pratilein Bertha Krupp, considered
flat-lbottoried boat, kaohich
they the richest woman in the world, was
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is distilled from pure and mellaunched after a fisherman had re- married recently to Lieut. Gustav rod
low apples at McMinnvine, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros.. apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Term. Au(Cammunitated.)
other of my pure liquid foods made from opiate..
The West Kentucky Conference Of fated to join Darst in going to the Bohlen und Holbach, in the presence
I bandit but one brand of Beer, the purest in the United States of America, made by the Anbeathe colored Methodist Episcopal rc5CUe
of Kaiser Wilhelm, one of the greatT
he
two
boys
were
of
light
Brewing Association, of St. Louie, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Budbuild
ser-Bnsch
enurch. heard a strong
brotherly
est honors that can be conferred upweiser. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure malt
address from Dr. T. J. Newell, pas- Darst 'being 4 feet 9 inches tall and on a citizen of the vaterland.
and hops.
tcr of the Broadway Methodist Ep- ""ighmg only 95 pounds, but both
Bertha Krupp and Lieut. Von BOP
My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY
istopal Church. South, yesterday. Dr. were good swimmers add experienced len. before the wedding, announced
in
rowing.
The
and
porter
was
guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food laws.
stoutly
Weall took high christian ground in
their joint gift of $250,000 to the
They have been seventeen years coming, but have come at last On the first of next January these laws
daajiag with the race problem .and built, a good anttalogaiiut Alad -little
orkingmen's invalid fund and Miss
will go into force in the entire United States of America and I am one of the few that has anything in
tc,Id of his interest in the negroes knowledge of rowing. When they Krupp gave notice that she had dothe drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Laws. These laws are going to he
got out about 150 feet, where the nated
from his boyhood. .
another $250.000 to the same
enforced as the government never before enforced a law in our great country. There will be no more
411 TOgot fttritt- un an 1245 acres orfand-iffi which
From the fact thafilis fitNei—viss ""
so-called
to and is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the law will
cued
and
be
tie
others
to
rea slave °wrier in Mississippi he
to build economical model dwellings
compel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded. made of drugs
steaed that he was doubly gratified tun).
for the workmen.
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral spirits and without
They would not do this, so be
at the progress the exslaves and their
While in no sense a beauty. Frauspirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be labled with fictitious ages
dropped
'his oars and refused to row. lein
descendants had made. "The best war
Krupp is described by those who
and names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-called compound:et,.
Young
Snyder
took
his
oars,
he
and
to make this the best land on God's
know her as a healthy looking, roRemember, the only place in our city where you can get Purity, both by the drink, quarts, pints or
earth." said he, Is for the best White Darst continuing to row until tha bust girl, who does not differ in
half-pints, is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, . -juid food, 116 South Fourth street, Pa.•
canoe
was
reached.
they
Fearing
men and the best black men to stand
character or manners from thousands
ducah, Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you the
I would be swamped, the porter proto getber."
of other carefully reared young Gernext
day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifiers
tested
against
Grosvenor
and Bell man woman in affluent
All the pastors having reported the
circumstances
made yesssedey in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and come to the place where pure
d:sciplimary questions were taken up, being pulled into the boat, but this
Holds Unique Position.
liquid foods.lue dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's,
and the characters of the ministers was doer. The r6cued men were in
The position which Miss Krup
were passed. J. W. Russel. Trenton, a collapsed condition and. were on- holds in the social. ,ndustrial ond
Ky.. was admitted to trial. W. H. able to give any assistance in rowing litical affairs of the German empire
Hodd, J. M. Hodges and M. E. White back to shore. The boys succeeded )n is unique. Sixty-.three thousand empaseed their studies and Revs. D. H. reaching shore in safety.
ployes are on her payrolls. In GerAnderson, R. L. McCulley and C. L.
many alone she has 560 ;nines, while
Howard were admitted to full cona fleet of powerful steamships conWho will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the o tire food laws of our State.
ference relations/
vey coal and iron to Hamburg from
The Womans Missionary board
her mines in Spain. A score of stont
presented Um) to the conference to
quai ries contribute to her wealth. She
be applied for the benefit of the
has shipyards at Kiel, and gun and
mission at Guthrie. The church work
armor works at Magdeburg. besides
Dr. von Bohlen first met Miss
at Guthrie and at Sebree was begun
the giant steel and gun works at Es- Krupp in Rome, where he was first
SOME
VERY
UNIQUE
MOTthis year.
sen whose estimated value is $75,- secretary of the Prussian legation at
TOES USED IN DECORAProf. Jnlin W Gilbert. represent000,000.
the Vatican. He is about 36 years
TIONS AT PORTS
b Ow board of education of the M.
Miss
Krupp,
who
is
20
years
old,
studied at Lausanne. Strasburg
cld,
MOUTH.
E. Church. South and Dr. R. T.
had been reared with simplicity that aid Heidelberg and entered the dipBrown, editor of the, Christian would compare strikingly with the lomatic service. Since his engagement
dee, represented their respective
complicated luxury of most American to Frauline Krupp he has resigned
Here are some of the mottoes
causes before the ccnference.
We have a selected :ine of pleashouseholds of the money classes. from the diplomatic service with the
ing novelties.
Rev. A. J. Jones, of Martin, of used in decorating the -opera house With her i8-year-old sister Barbara
intention of taking an active part in
Many of them are unique at:1
the West Tennessee Conference at Portsmouth, Ohio, wthere the Ohio she was broufht up in the seclusion
administration of the Krupp
the
original in design.
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Improvement
association
met;
presented th Mission
of their father's beautiful country works.
You can choose something dainty
The Bargain Counter.
night.
piace on the River Ruhr\
and ornamental from our stock
To Regulate Rates by GovernTook Four Years to Build.
that will not be worn common.
Russia's Cross of St. Andrew has
Fashion note: Short sleeves will ment Purchase of Railroads would
This palace occupied 500 men four
if you aim to be "different" we
a remarkable peculiarity attaching to
cost billions of treasure. To regube de rigor this winter.
years to construct, And is said to surcan he!) you.
'it. All who are decorated with it
late by River Improvement would
pass in splendor many royal resiAn inch of rsin equals eleven and- be a Dam Site Cheaper. Improves
have the right once to demand a pardences. Here the girls were educatone-third inches of snow.
don for a Russian subject condemned
with age. Tonnage of the Soo in
ed by special tutors and governesses,
to death.
1903, 36,419,000.
••
seldom visiting the city of Essen,
./ River Improvement,
three miles distant, and never the inThe Best Investment of the Peo- terior of the monster
works wher.
At least the reorganizers give the
- pie, for the People, and by the Peo- their colossal fortunes were
being voters a chance to have another
ple. On to Cairo.
forged.
choice.
A Sprightly Little One.
13elgium, one-fourth as large as
OhliO, has 1220 miles of Improved
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waterways. On to Cairo.
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Let It Come.
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2 pkgs. Spaghetti for 25C World.
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i
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The Industrial Giants of the Oho
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•I '
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BACON'S

The Home of Willow Spring

on Gilberto
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T..e "On to
Cairo Move"

The Talking
Machine Man

116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

NOVELTIES

Wedding Gifts

JILIViolff

Englert &Bryanes
SPECIALS

Now is the time for you'to fill yotn coal house.

Jeweler

%!.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Besi lientucky:zina Illinois Coal
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WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION

CUTTING CHARGE

Cecil Re

WIND

cFLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.

•

LILLIE GRAY, COLORED. GIV- Rooms le, it and las Caletuvia Elie.
EN CONTINUANCE UNTIL
PADUCAH, Y.
"
MONDAY.
NEW
COMMITTEE
ON
WATER
AND
LIGHT
JOINT
OF
REPORT
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PADUCAH AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
Frank White Given Postponement
Until Today, and HamilAttorney at Law.
ton Fined,
of
contract
proposed
the
and
tract
conthe
that
Owing to the fact
Room No. 5,
Paducah
tiact existing between the City of --$96.630.00.
Columbia
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the
in
contained
Kentucky
nu:king
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There
comwater
Paducah and the local
Lillie Gray, colored, was arraigned
changing the
pany for fire hydrants expires dur- proposed coetract
in
the
the police court yesterday mornof
those
city
or
the
of
rights
ing the current month, it was incumbent upon the general council water company under the original ing and given a continuance until next
to negotiate for such service cover- franchise. The city still retains the Monday of the warrat charging her
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
ing the remaining period which the right to purchase the water com- with cuttig a colored man during a
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
fr,Anchise of the water company still cany's plant at the expiration of each fight at' Tenth and Kentucky avenue
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MADE.
has to run, to-wit: eighteen years. five year period, in accordance with several weeks ago. Absent witnesses
TELEPHONE NO. 4e4.
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necessitated
the postponement. She
After several conferences between the terms of Cie original franchise.
a
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few
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days
compared
only
ago
for
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committee
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Frank White was given a continupony, a scale of rates for fire hy- contract with Close in effect in 127
AND AGRI:SAM E HUES
the same class af ance until today of the warrant charg/act NORTH FIFTH STREET
drats was agreed upon by the com- ether cities fc
ie proposed rates ing him with disorderly conduct. He •
1.3 APPEOPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
mittee and the water company. These service and fi:
IT
Both 'Noses 335
.tid by any of was picket? up down in the business
rates have been embodied in a con- lower than th.
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I
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I
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BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
general council for such
p. us.. and 7 to g p. m.
-the wisdom of that body may deter- ber of cities mentioned above is- Herbert Hamtlton was fined $1 and
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
costs for being drunk.
mine. If the proposed contract is $48.00.
The rates referred to were subfavorably acted upon by the general
1. K. HENDRICK, 3. G. MILLB4.
council, it must be submitted to the witted by the local water company
voters of the city at the next etc:- and this committee a.isumes that the
WM. MARBLE.
tion and affirmatively ratified by not figures arc correct. The list of the
less than two-thirds of the votes then c.ties with the rate paid in each is on
cast upon the question before a con- file with this committee and anyone
tract between the city and the water desiring to verify the figures c intamed therein may have the oppor- MRS. RICE REALIZES COMFORcompany can be finally executed.
TABLE FORTUNE FROM "
It is etherefore worth while for tunity of doing so at any time.
LAWYERS.
It should also be borne in tnisi
ZINC AND LEAD
the voters of the city to carefully
LANDS.
cons.der the ternis of the proposed t7i4t until a new contract is entered
between the city and the water
Practice in all the courts of the
centract before casting their votes at
state. Both Phones 31.
the coming election, and if it ap- c. inpany, that the rates charged unpears that the proposed contract is der 4ffie existing contract will mainRooms 1, a and 3 Register BuildIt appears that . Mrs. Alice Hegan
U. the advantage of the city, then tam. The only alternatives ofered Rice of -Cabbage Patch' fame has just ing, 523 1-3 Broadway.
to register their approval thereof to escape from the old rates arc eith- realized a comfortable fortune from
er to make a new contract or to dis- her holdings in Hardin county, Illiupon their ballots.
In order that the voters may have confinue the service, the latter of nois, across the river from Crittenden
an opportunity to become fully ad- cc urse, being quite impossible.
county, says the sHienderson JourTherefore, this committee has no nal.
vised regarding the terms of the pro'
,toed contract, a copy of the same is hesitation in recommending to the
After refusing many offers the
OFFICE 'so NORTH FIFTH
herewith submitted, whkh reads as general council and to the voters of
After refusing many offers the propproposthat
the
Paducah,
the City of
follows:
erty was placed in the hands of Dr.
TELEPHONES:
"Section 1. That the City of Padu- ed contract be ratified.
Netherland of Louisville. The demand
does
rent
and
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER for lead became so great that about Residence aP6
cah, Ky., agrees to
Office ap
hereby rent from the Paducah Water
00,10.4ITTEE.
a month ago Dr. Netherland received
Ccmpany, its successors and assigns, 164
a handsome offer for the property.
R. T. LIONVPOOT,
t.,isr hundred and eleven (411) double
He declined to accept it at first, but
-"nizzle fire hydrants now establish- FRAIL WIFE TURNS TABLES finally conseited, provided he, Mrs.
LAVP/TER.
ed in said city for a period of
Rice and other relatives would be aleighteen (t8) years Own the passage After Five Years of Abuse She Gives lowed to retain a controlling interest
and final approval of this ordinance,
Husband Sound Beating.
in the property and that the capital- Will practice in al everts of Ka
after an election by the people as
ization under the
reorganization
The annual
hereinafter provided.
New York. Oct. to-lt took Mrs. would not exceed $5oo,000. This plan
tam*.
rental for each of said fire hydrants, Clara Manus five years to get up her was finally agreed to, and the result
which the City of Paducah hereby courage, but it broke from an earth- was that the original owners, includagrees to pay for the first ten (to) en pitcher with all its compound fury ing Mrs. Rice, have received upward
DR. W.•NUSANKS.
years of said term, shall be twenty upon her busband, James, a French of $15o,000 for the holdings, and a
(Hosseepadllet)
($2o.00) dollars and the annual rental barber firs. Manus had been beat- majority of the stock of the new cot
for the remaining eight (8) years en times without number by James. potation.
shall be fifteen ($15,00) dollars, (un- but the walloping she gave 'him in
The articles of incorporation were
Office yoa Broaderaf--Pbose 110
180 S. THIRD STREW:
less the said city shall sooner pur- return quite evens the score.
filed this week, and the officers are
PADUCAH, KY
I
lbesidenot, lap Broadway.
obese water company's plant, with
With his head wrapped in bandages W. H. Netherland, president; Cline C.
140.
Pb...
six (6) per cent interest upon defer- Manus told a story in Jefferson McClarty. first vice president,
E. K.
red payments. The payments of said Market police court that brought Pennybaker, second vice
president;
ri foals shall be made as provided in many a (fiance of amazement to his J. E. Neon secretary
and treasurer.
the original ordinance contract.
frail tittle wife. He admitted that he
F. S. Goldsmith, who is in Louis"Section 2 All additional hydrants had beaten his wife when she fell to ville now from
Colorado, where he
on extensions of mains that may be the floor. In Janet sire grabbed a has been engaged in the mining busiArehilect and Oupertseesdast
erected hereafter by the Paducah pitcher, which she wielded with such ness Tor
401 Froanmity
twenty-five years, will take
Water Company, its successors or telling effect that the husband soon immediate
charge of the property. and
assigns, as provided in the original gave up the fight and ran from the flat will go to
Pbene OS lied; New These
Cave-in Rock within a few
memmirralT,.
ordinance contract during the said roaring from pain.
days to give all his time and atten- PAIRMAH.
KENTUCKY
eighteen years, shall be charged and
It required an ambulance surgeon tion to the work. He says the body
paid for as provided in section one to sew up the barber's head and Po- of ore
is larger and contains more
)ereof; but at the expiration of ten liceman Shea found it within his lead than
any he ever saw, and that
(to) years from the t;me this ordin- scope of duty to place the victorious the mine is
a richer one than the
ance shall have been finally approved, wife under arrest
Roseclaire, in the same section, the
as set out above, all the then fire
Mrs. Manus said that for five years picperty of John R. McLean of Cie- Mee wish Dir. limns & Mom la
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of
hydrants shall be charged and paid she had taken repeated beatings from
-Nee* Flitis. Ewe rheum shg.
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below Padscah,
for at the uniform rate as above pro- her husband and never 'before had
is the mem_
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sees
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01Ia
Lag Register ellIKO lit 523 Broadway, where the
FINDS $2o.000 LN A BOX.
vided and the contract therefor shall raised her hand in return.
public is invited 4110 cal
She said
EreessilenemeEmenallemelmemilmoi Les desiring the address of any resident of the cities
elpire at the. end of the eighteen that she
named
had sent their children to
years fixed in section 1.
her own parents in Paris, so violent Railroad. Man Returns It to Loser, ar•
Section 3. Before this ordinance was James toward
Woman. and Gets $5 Reward.
satsziiJ11/IV
them: Manus lookshall become effective it shall be
sheepish
and
wife's
ed
denied his
submitted to a vote of the qualified
Fort Chester, N .Y .,Oct. to.-Wilstatements.
voters of the City of Paducah. Ky.,
liam
Fenton, an employe at Port
The magistrate held the wife in
OWE-SIXTH OP THE POPU LATTON
at the general election to be held in
OP
THE
UNITED
Storm bail for further examination to- Chester of the New York New HaAsppews*.
Best,
horse
STATES.
said city on the 6th day of Novem3no
to
ven
&
Hartford
railroad, while atMOCTOW.
her, zgo6, the said vote to be taken
tending to his duties, found a cigar est awl moat eeesossiesd.
List of Directories on File
is. the manner and as provided by law
box lying on the station platform and • Sperisi stiestion tv dose* ._'So" the submission of public questook it into the baggage room and hg piste
ALLSIINF.NY CITY, PA.
MANITOIT, COLO.
tlq
to the voters of said city.
opened it. It was packed with $1001.
ATI ANTA, GA.
MEMPHIS, TERN.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
bills.
BALTIMORE, MD.
M/LWAUKIBE, WIS.
eflect and be in force from its pasPentrabst.
Ky
About an hour later a well-dressed
BOSTON, MASS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
sage, approval and ratification by the
woman rushed into the baggage room
BRIDGEPORT,
CONN,
NASHVILLE, TENN.
qualified voters of the City of Paasked him if he had seen a cigar
BRONX, N. Y.
FOR FIFTY YEARS and
NAUGATUCK, CONN.
•ducah, Ky., and a written acceptance
box.
BROOKLYN,
N. Y.
NEWARK, N. J.
of its terms and conditions by the
'What did it contain?" asked Fen1117,FALO, N. Y.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
Paducah Water Company filed with
ton.
CKATTANOOGA, TENN.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
-DIINTI/Jrthe clerk of the City of Paducah,
The woman, who was so excited
(101/KINNATI. 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Ky., within ten (to) days after the
that she could 'hardly talk, answerCKICAGO, ILL.
Treslart
NEWPORT, KY.
official certificate of its approval at
ed, "Twenty thousand dollars."
CILSVELAND. O.
NEW YORK CITY.
the popular election."
1L Ø
, Fenton put his hand under the counCOLUNEUR. 0.
NORWICH, CONN.
At the present tfme the water comter and taking the box full of money
COLORADOerrT,COLO.
PADUCAH, KY,
pany has installed for the use of the
-handed it to the woman. Too nervous
C/fLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
city 411 fire plugs, which under the
A Paris jeweler 'has bought a large
to give her name or even thank him,
COVINGTON, ICY.
RICHMOND, IND.
old contract are rated and cost
BARTON, 0.
the woman rushed out of the room number of stones which have been
RICHMOND,
VA.
throughout
farnoui
the
been
have
each year as follows:
found in mines on the czar's private BERIVER, COLO.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAB.
world for models'of excellency and and boarded a train forr New York. property.
Every year stones from
INSTROIT, MICH.
According to the story the woman
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
/50 fire plugs at $4o.00
000moa graeeful effect.
these mines are offered for sale by
BIPTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
was
taking
ST. PAUL, MINE.
the
money
to
goo.00
her
3o fire plugs at $30.00
husThere is one essential feature of
tender, in the same way as the forest sentrni, KINN.
ST: LOVI4
231 fire plugs at $25.00
5,775.00 the toilet that no womftn dare band in New Yor k and in the exFIELD, CONN.
citement dropped it. She discovered lands and mines belonging to the czar •
SOUTHPORT, CONN•
siighANAPOLIS, nal
her loss and after alighting from the are occasionally sold by the imperial
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
.......$12,675.0o
Total ....
',VILLE,
The Fit of Her Gown. train drove back to Port Chester. cabinet
frRATFORD,
CON.
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____CITY,
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Fenlon received an anonymous letdepends
on
the
entirety
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same service would cost the city but
This Kaffif story is true. A ChrisVIOLE, TEN*
•
TOLEDO, 0.
ter containing a $5 bill and thanking
selection of the Corset.
-48,220.0o-for each of the first ten
tian Zulu-Kaffir was beard recountANOELRS, C.
UTICA,
N. Y.
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honesty.
Yor this renecin we selected a complete
years of the contract, a saving upon 1.ne
ing to another Kaffir a vision of heav- Letnevnax, XT.
WATERBURII, COT.
of this oftlebeeted Make of Corsets,
die number of hydrants now install- which we have just placed on sale. The
en which he had had in a dream. IIIANHA'TTAN, N. Y.
YONKERS, N. T.
Notice to Contractors.
MASICHESTEFt, VA.
ed of--$4.455.00--per annum and for models which have just arrived excel all
Bids will be received at the office "And saw you any Kaffirs there?" in100PIES 07 PA.DUCAM DIRECTORY FOR
the ten year period a saying of $44,- previous successes, and constitute the high. of Architect A. L. Lassiter for con- quired his listener. The teller of the
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eetechinvernentin the art of Corset Making.
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a
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If you are p.rtial to a medium priced Cor.....4•44.7,
For each of the last eight years set, von cannot do better than to try one. Tuesday, October 22, io06. Plans, "No," he said, "for I did not look into
wific'h the franchise has to run, the Price begins at
profile and specifications may be seen the kitchen."
•1.00 at
cost for 41! hydrants would be-$6,above office. The board of park
Satisfaction guaranteed.
4111ffirionvv---r65.00-a saving to the city of -$6,commissioners reserves the right to -The month old child of Mr. and
PIP
reject any and all bids.
310.00-per annum Or Of--$52 080.Mrs. Henry Cash died at 603 CampBoard of Park Commissioners.
co-for the entire-eight years of the
bell street and the body was taken CARON
D. G. MURRELL, Pres. yesterday to Kuttawa for burial. The irinchiee, making a total saving to
•
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and delicious to
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"Freshmen at the women's college
Why?"
spices.. Ow spices are pure.
"Because when we takes 0 tree ride always grow very plump, and they
now de worst dot happens is to be put astonish their friends and relatives
and fresh, having the strength,
But tide government was remain' when they go home on their first vacaat
which
aroma and fine flavors
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cornfor
put on. And it le all due. I believe,
‘isere."—Waahlugton Star.
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good
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everything. I have seen girls who
Frank L
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"Gracious! Her name must be 'Se- entered college with the idea that they
cret.'"
Brown, agent.
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"Why so?"
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
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weeks later.
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Mrs. Kjonea—It wasn't hard I stat- and this plumpness they rarely lose
Columbia Building
ely stayed away from the Brownlee Curing their college course Even the
Pbooa toal—Rsd
club, and when callers came I sent thinnest girl finds she can wear a
word that I wasn't at home.—Clevip deoollete evening gown after she has
Land Leader
been at college three months, and tits
fat girls find their superfluous flesh
Ein Good Advice.
turning Into hard, firm muscle.
--WellUM111111111awsee
I told him I was tae
"Yes,
mother,
tes
Certifica
;
.
Diplome
"And one thing more. College girl,
Mares,
best speller la our clam at school."
always happy, and every woman
are
GAoA.
Oti
and
Wafts
"And did he give you the job?*
fat when she is happy."
greys
Weft sod CRelpodeoe
'To, clothe:, he gave me some words
DENTIST
oda
het
io
data
brined right ig to
to spell, and I couldn't spell them. Awl
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
name dew al the
then he said I'd better go to school 1st
Plata
aaotbar spell." — CleveLand
Members ef the Medical Profession
Dealer.
Olisce over Globe Beak aid Troia
in History Who Belonged to

Excursion:

Strong Fresh

SPICES

••••••

e0

nn Fir the Round

Trip to

0111UU Tonne:entire(

•

ROAD TIME TABLE
ILLINOIS CEIMAL RAIL
MAY 30,
CORRECTED

SOUTH BOUND
Leave C.incinuati
Leave Louisvdle
Leave Owensboro
Lave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leare Nortenville
Leave Evansville
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Pr'eeeton
Arrive Pad ueah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive Glaba, Tula.
Arrive Rives
Arrive jasksea
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans

J. N. Oehischlaeger

Excursion Rates on
The Rivei

k..

•••••

DL HOYER

Or. Childress

•

I

C. MANNING SEARS, M. IL
Q. Joe 1707 Meyers St.
Taispbses 377.

Dr. Sidney Smith

YADUCAltat STORE

6

Co.. 306 Broadway.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND

Queeu & Crescent Route
DIIRECT LINE TO

CHATTOPRIA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
•

E H. PURYEAR
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms s and 6 Reggae: Building
533 1-2 Broadway, ?shwa*
New 'none ega.
SPOCI A LTIIIS:
Abel:main Gir WM.
lawman% C.orgaratios and
Seal Relate Lad.
OLIVER, OLIVER lk WORBGOR

Also to Arifreville. licadessoaille.
Brevard Lake 7cmaway, Moe 11PlaSa
sad sassy other resorts in the %Mid
basil
..smookine OFFICES. Beagiii, Ky, rear
of glis miry" aind %mama
Cous1Y;
Marshall
comeary of Weattra Moe*,Caroliaa;
Ise "Fatefu117
Ro
°tering a high altitude, bracing.
Old 'Phone 484
climate, picturesque toesatain seeeery New pilosee u4.
end epteedid )sotele.

LAWYERS

Send ewe cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other head'
loosely illustrated literature.

I.

J. F LOGAN. Tray. Pass.
Lexington, Ky.

11

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Agent,

Asheville, N. C.,--Missionary ConN. HUNGERFOR.D, Dist. Pass. ference Protestant Episcopal church.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
Dates of sale October 22nd and 23rd,
took limit November 5th, ism&
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. GenL Pas
Birriengham, Al.., Home Comma
Agent. St. Look, Mo.
Week: Dates of sale October teth
and 156, 4906i return limit October
21st, 1906. .By depositing ticket and
paying fee 'of so cents an extention
to November 21st, 1906 may be ohDined. Round trip rate $9.35.
International
Tenn.,
Memphis
Convention Brotherhood of St. Andrew, Dates of sale October t5th,
.6th, 17th and i8th, r906; return limit
By depositing
.Dttober 3tst, icon.
*cket and paying fee of so cents an
astention 71) November 3oth, 1906
sy be obtained. Round trip rate

GZT TNT 131AT

•

ftscent1
4 Wirt
,

with more than 5.000 titles, hued oaths
mime census returns.
Newlhlographioal Dictionary
corttaining
ssiessellewarinelesolled
persona, date of birth, death.eta.
Stilted by W.T.BARRIB. .1tif,r.a„,
Inettedetatee0ornmMellseet Unwed*.
2380 Quart*,P.
ewe news. less Meoleamiaa ll•••

Needed In Every Home

NOTICE

la

r

Prides Paid for Seeint-H
URNITUT4E
fiOVES
'Athf

Y11444 ana
,alletanCourt
Street:
Hies*

Old

Phdne

lem irtinniele

Also WasCellegtate DtstI
nth
en
'1E52206
Itemder
it
h
t12111
Midge surseeinia. rriesibesa..
mime
.stiossaa

litOVING WAGON IN CONN'ECTION.

0.0 C. MICIULIAld CC:4.'14

It may be that the intervention was
pealed Off Just to take Mr. Bryan oft
the front page,

thehlishers.

Seriastiotg„ mesa.

Worse Yet.
Rownder—Blame the luck,anylsow I
Lusher—Wbat's the matter?
Bovader—aw, my wife elwale stars
up for me, wbea,I'm out late at night
Lasher—You're lucky. Mine comes
attar Mo.—Cleveland Leader.
The Humor of It •
'Do you see anything funny about
Ylghprita's latest comedy?*
-Tee," answered the cTeleal IneesSer.
"It seems funny to me that be should
have Imagined it was funny "—Wean.
Ington Etter.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For books my clerk ha. iittle les.
But Mouse Ms is not ye,
She makes m• watch my p's and q's
When looking in her ra
—Philadelphia Press
°A TRIP ON THE B.AILEOAD.e

Phl •e phia Bulletin.
Unanimous.
"Fm saddest when 1 slam" she ecreassetta
Said her bearers: "Molly see!
/he ain't the oaly pebble
On the beach, for so Sr. we."
—Moulton Post.

A Lucky Mecum/team
Rest Insurance Financier tatter to*
tifying, nereously)—How did I acquit
myself?
Second Instranee Winaheler (Boren
uck.
New Orleans, La.—Biennial meet- ly) —There was no jury!—P
Drat
P.
of
.L.
Lodge,
ng Supreme
Victim of an Imposition.
sale, October 12 to 15, 1906, indisappointed
Sharpson—You seem
clusive; limit October 30, 1906 By with that new aociety novel.
depositing ticket and paying, fee
' Plat2--Diseppointed' lw dIsbusted
ea tents an extension can Is butt° It=d. It Isn't even objection.
cago Tribune.
November 30, 006. Round.irip,:812. ab

WITP1

25.000 New Wditla
bum.Gasoftoor of this World

Is the Art Gallery.
-Lovely 'Awning nstoph. Isn't ur
"Teen"
"Do you notice the glamour the art.
1st has thrown over itf"
"No, I don't But if it was mine I
would theOw a horse blanket Wver
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

W'

That ;ace.
An interesting survey of Jews aa
members of our profession is to be obtaised from a little work entitled
"Judische Aerate und ihr tintless all
ens Judentum," which, says the Medical Record, has been issued by Dr.
Simon &herbal One of the MOW
rromineut of the earlier personage
mentioned is Chasdal, who became a
sealeter under the Calif Abdul-Rale
man Ill., and did much to establish
the position of the Jews among the
Moslems In Spain during the tenth century, as well as to foster the study of
the Talmud in that country. Jeanie
Halevi, who lived 100 years later, wai
a busy physician who was also the
author of distinguished practical and
great
The
works.
philosophical
Italmonides of Cordova is included
among the list of physicians by the
author, who says that he created whre
is almost a new Talmud, and alleges
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished ..‘
make him his court physician, in setts
of the edicts of Popes Eugentus. Nide
Was and Calixtus that Christian;
should not employ Jewish physician.
In Spain many years before their were
practically the only practitioners o
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
ander VI. had as personal physician $
Jew, Bonet de lAtes, who subsequent13
became attached to the court of Loub
X. The edict against Jewish physi
cams was finally raised by Sixtus V
largely at the instigation of two thee
celebrated physicians, David de Porno
and Ella Montalto. In the latter part
of the eighteenth century Mende's_
sohs's efforts in behalf of his corn
ratriots were ably seconded by his
friend, the physician Marcus Heezywho
contributed much toward the elevaticle
In still
of the Jews in Germany.
more recent time Ascher, Steinheim
Erter and Johaun Jacoby have been
prominent, and the author e!osep his
enumeration with the widely known
names of Strasstnann, Neumann
BagInsky and. Senator.
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No. lot
8:30 a.m.
12:ot p.m.
•
• 2:28 p.m:
3:30 Pm4:08
12:50 p.m.

4:55
6:ie
6:15
7:20
806
a.•..esee 8:i3

NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans
Leave Memphis
Leave Jackson, Tette.
Leave Rives
Leave Fulton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Anive Princeton
Arrive Hopkinev:Ile
Arrive Nashville
Arrive Evansville
Arrive Nortooville
Arrive Central Oty
Arrive Horse Branch
Arrive Owensboro
Arrive Louisville
Arrive Cincianad

P.111p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

• -i•zo p.m.
10:35 a.m.
No.
7:to
0:45
8:o7

102
p.m
a.m.
a.m.

No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 Pm6:3o p.m.

No. 121

No. ma
9:15 min
8:50 p.m
10:10 p.m.
11:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
1:43 a.m.
:03 am,
13:48

No. is.

7:30 .11.111.
9:00 a.m.
11.{)5 2.01.
12...ya pie.
1:28 p.m.
..io a.m.
71:::44):
4
19
45:
41:0
p
n:0171.
aaa.l-0
P
8.j am.
7:00 p.m.
11:30 atm
2:35 p.m.
2:27 a.m.
PAIL
4:15
3:40 a.m.
420 PolL
3:45 a.m.
6:os p.m.
4:50 a.m.
•
5:51 a.m.
•
6:oz a.m.
7:15 a.m.
8:2o a.m
8:15 p.m

10:15 a.m.
11:20 a.m.
11:25 a.m.
12:3g p.m.
5:30 Am.
6:15 p.m.
8:10 a.m.
9:25 p.m.
945 Am.
345 PAL
3:51 a.m.
1:4 p.m.
:15 p.m. !
4
5
7
8
12
3:s6 p.m.
'4:55 p.m.
5:33 Pmnoon
9:15 P•m•

•
•
6:oo
7:40 e-ln.
7:50 am.
9:29 arm

ue:35
11 30 am.
LAM pea
*4:55 pm.
4:55 Ng.

ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah
ArriveCarbondale
Arrive Chicago
Arrive St. Louis

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
St. Loa*
l• •
Chicago
Caboodale
Paducah

306
fem.
Pm.
a.m.
p.m.

No. 374
4:30 pin,
B:40 Pm641) am.
7:20 a.m.

No. jos
745 a.m.
2:511 LW.

No. rrs
9:40 p.m.
6:20 p.m.
7:05 a.m.
II no a.m.

No.
1340
4:25
6:30
8:30

LI:40 111-111.

3:35 p.m.

•

•
.
-a
•

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LBW
II
•

BOUND
NORT
Leave Nashville
Leave kiepkinevifie
Leave Princeton
Arras Padocal
Leave Padwah
Arrive Cairo .r
'We've St. Loofa
Ann., Chicago

icollot
Rut a.m.
11 :20 a.m.
236 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
II:15 p.a.
745 .in.
7:as ma.
6:3e am

SOUTH BOUND
bivalve Chicago
Leave St.Louis
Leave Cairo
Assive Pactecab
inn Paducah
Arrive Princeton
Ateve Hopk in eville
Arrive Nashville

ins-Sao
line p.m.
II:4s DJ*
6:os aan.
745 can
7:38 Lot.
9:419 am,

135-835
6:40
75
tro5
9:30
11:10
4:3e
9:30

.
.
•
.
.
•

a.m.
amam.
cin
1.111.
p.m.
Pio.

136-836
9:40 am.
1:50 p
5:55 Pol.
740 p.m.
3:so p.m.
445 11-111.
6:!o p.m.
9:25 Pm-
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trams rue
Trains marked (°) run dafiy except Sunday. All other
Gociosati.
between
deeper.
through
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry
Louisbetween
sleepers
toa
and
1st
trains
Orleans;
New
Memphis and
between
sleepers
and
822
Sot
Trains
ville, Memphis and New Orleans.
at East Cairo with Chicago
Paducah and St. Louis. Train hot cenaects
address,
ics.
informat
further
For
sleeper.
Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City
Union Depot, Padtcah, Ky.
Agent,
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket
iisvIe, Ky.
F W. HARIGOW, D. P. A., Lo
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.. tfemPtIta.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.,
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A.. et Ueda Mn

EDGAR VT:WHITTEMORE

4%41, ESTATE AGENCY
'WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
MOIKAH REAL. 131,44 a.
WEITERN
PAYSON".LOT..7 FOR INVESTMENT.
PRICE LIST
AND
AL
JOURN
E
ESTAT
113FCTUCET REAL
T.
TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR

afernum

FM
Bit of Westmoreland.
The Westmoreland hills are the re.
7.Do aIt• WiLITTEMOIS.C. e'',4.chaot.h. Mo.
main*: of an infinitely older world—,
,grApkteleiscayed, but of a great Taos and
aateletrir they neve the finish. the
deibate or lioble loveliniss—one migbi
almost say the manner—that comes of
Ion; and gentle spompandenship with
theta chief forcertehat make for natural beauty—with air ana water, with
Ready to Oblige.
t
Mrs. Young—Mother sayd she waits temperate suns and too abundan
nise.
the Alps are Inthem
,Beside
reign..
et
cteatatif
be
to
06i
s,
forest
mere
Apennine
lite
hu&art3.
ll
Youldr-eill tight—I' attend to
nil,
ountains in the makIt at Wice. Cell her, will yout—Clowe grown heaps—m
gains from
Scotland
that
all
whIle
ing;Leader.
land
the easy enveloping,glory of ite heathsr, Westmoreland. -which is almost
The Dominant Pastos•.,
to an infinitude
P•Tb•Airstaitvipaa0 eloped with her," heathertess, must [Me
of finersiteokes. tints. curves and groupeeddallbei Sayeene.
ings, to touches of magic and to lines
"And the second and third?"
grace, yet never losing the wild
.
of
with
Washing
them."—
"She eloped
h.
energy cre precipice and rock
toe Star.
6
longs of eight titi a mountain 'meld.—
41b4L'44titelgeWile4W0e4W<L44tdekteb
Osatury.
Rind to the Limit
411111111010411111.4111161110.111~14111141111141
- iWtorhauldnitanhibiallisollyr
Mammoth Moth.
9 should say he was. He couldn't
The Largest moth knpwn is the Giant
ha* •been kinder If he had hest an
•
Insurance prealdent"--Orreland Than Atlas. liound in' China, the wings al
0'
IfIdt1 UMW,ilus Inches acres& _

j, E.COULSON)

SteakamillOt Water Heating.
Pine 133.

220 N. Third

toslittet- ifeliverecl 10c per wekTh

•

.-,000siAsisiss

—L

LAN GSTAFF-OkM MANUFACTURING OMPANY
Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

L yellow u
Pine

LISOIPOtheSe

Gum M Ash •
, Beech
Poplar

B

E R

Maple
Waut;

GUM;BEECH 4141' OAK.FLOCRING, END:MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Bith Phones 26

REXAL !WIDOW WAIVED GRAND MARSHAL
COLD TABLETS

ourPATIONS

+ 4-.
4 4- + + + + 4- + 4 + 44 41.
.
.
4*
+
..
POPULAR WANT&
4,
•
.4
•
•4. 4.•
•
•46•
•
•
•
•
4•

DR. J. R. COLEMAN APPOINTFOR RENT—Two up stairs rooms
ED BY GRAND MASTER
Third and Kentucky Avenue.
VEACH.
BARKSDALE BROS. CO.

keg
.• Total

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish

Oak
Elm

TWIN BRAND--MR OWN MAKE
438 South Second

Some Good Things ii Late Books and
New Music
Sold by
R.
IN

D.I.Wilson at llai hour's Department Store

GRIPPE, PREVENT JESSIE M. WARE ASKS THAT
WANTED—Colored boy to to
BE MADE
ER
BARB
J.
a
R.
r
ed
of
m
Directo
Reelect
Wilhel
at 1754 Monroe street.
Mr.
chores
COUGHS,
COLDS, RELIEVES
ADMINISTR VTOR.
Old Masons Home; Also to Investigate Widows and
COPYRIGHT NOVELS
Ask your Grocer for "Mama ja"
NEWEST MUSIC.
FEVERISH CONDITIONS AND
s Home,
Best that's made;
Flour.
Orphan
(Hickthe
Blood"
of
"Call
-Iola," latest intermezzo
ASSOCIATED
BEA D ACHES
ens)
30v
ed,
furnish
FOR RENT—Rooms
"House of Defense" (BenWITH A COLD. LIKE ALL
.- Take Me on the Rollers,"
"V'
s
Addres
t
board.
or
with
withou
At the late session of the Grand
son)
50* song
MONEY
r.
25e
REXALL REMEDIES
"Tides of Barnegat" (Smith)
Lodge of Kentucky, Dr. J. R. Cole- care Registe
"Attention" a fine march
grand
ed
was
city
this
appoint
of
man
FIED.
SATIS
0
$1.2
BACK IF NOT
•Itfc
Lost—Open faced, filled case wan*
..........
"Doc Gortittn"(Winkins)
nil ashal and will be installed as sucii
on
ed
engrav
"L"
letter
GIVEN
with
3,
size
WALL
B.
CHARLES-.
. "You're the Cocci'
2°
41.504
...... .. ........... ..1
by Past Grand Master Wilhelm at a
•
DIVORCE IN CIRCUIT COURT meeting of Plain City Lodge No. 449, small shield on outside case. Frank
" (Cham- That I Ever Knew,"
g
Chance
Fightin
"The
L Ryon, Greenville, Miss., in enFROM BESSIE WALL.
bers
...............
next month.
$1.20 • • ..
graved inside. Finder return to PaduWe always have the latest If you hear a new song or a new
James E. Wilhelm of this city was cah Marine Railway and eceive rebooks published and many titles instrumental piece, we alwa)•
re-elected a director of the Old Ma- ward.
hat can be secured only at our have them in stock. We get evsttors
Jeff Sanders. Colored, Will Not Be sons Home at Shelbyville for a three
ery new piece published.
Tried for Lunacy Before Monday,
r
membe
year term. He is the only
WANTED—To buy Second hand
Today.
Court
No
As
DWAY
conBROA
served
has
who
board
AND
that
v
on
FOURTH
shoes, large sizes.. T. B. Jones, sao
tinuously from the inception of the Kentucky Ave.
movement in 1895 to the present timc.
Jesse M. Ware, widow of the late Mr. Wilhelm was appointed by the
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Edward Ware. waived her right to newly elected grand master as one of Able-bodied unmarried men between
qualify as administrator of the estate the committee on the Widows and sges of at and 35; citizens of United
the
of her deceased husband, and request- Ciphans Home at Louisville, and that States, of good character an tempeThis afternoon at 5 o'clock
the
ed the court to name Richard J. Bar- committee will make an examination rate habits, who can speak, read and
for
out
gets
ky
steamer Kentuc
',Jack
ber for the place The court has not into the affairs of that institution for write Doglish. For information apTennessee river. She comes
issued the order.
yet
night.
some years back up to the next ses- ply to Recruiting Officer, New Richwit Thursday
sion of the grand lodge. While the, irond House, Paducah, Ky.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
affairs of the Home is in charge of al
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Sold.
ty
about
Proper
tonight
back
comes
and
board of directors, the Grand Lodges
Cairo
3 Hogue Power Motor.
Property in Rowlandtown has been of Kentucky 'holds the power to reto Fad Frarier
n
5 Horse Perim' Moesr.
O'Brya
:
C.
today
conin
W
by
comes
sold
its
ng
affecti
Dunbar
Reuben
The
view all matters
deed lodged for
I 3/
4 Horse Power Motor.
1
Heretofore the committee has
from Evansville and departs immedi- for $125 and the
duct,
clerk.
the
Horse Power Moor.
with
$
ay
yesterd
record
Home
way.
the
that
at
hours
only spent a few
ately on her return
ie Home Power Motor.
T C. Leech transferred to Armour during the session of the grand lodge Sold at
The Henry Harley left yesterday
Gray's Buffet,
t two Light Dynamo.
to- Gardner for $1 and other consideafor Evansville and comes back
and made its report, but Grand Masaddie
House By,
Trimbl
Palmer
the
in
ty
proper
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to
tee
commit
the
.
desires
morrow
ter Veach
L A Lagomarstno.
to the eity.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville today, tion
take a week or two in investigating
of
City
the
to
sold
r
Puryea
Ella
gets here tomorrow and lays until
so as to become familiar with all
Paducah for $7,000 a sixty foot strip
Monday before skipping out on her
details. No complaints exist against
of ground running from Broadway
WAS SENT
return trip.
the management, and it is one of BOOTY
111-133 Horst Fourth enterat
td Kentucky avenue
the
in
LEITCHFIELD.
tions
TO
institu
ted
conduc
The City of Saltil!o passed up yesbest
the
St.
from
terday morning en route
country.
Licensed to Marry.
Lcuis to the Tennessee river.
The Louisville papers characterize
The clerk issued a wedding license the debate over the resolution intro- Dotectives Think They Have Learned
The Georgia Lee passed up last
From
Goods Stolen
Where
aged 39 and GerMaster Wilnight bound from Memphis to,Cincin- to Asbury Dean,
the duced by Past Grand
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,
Of.
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colored
Was
Dispos
rn
2I,
Southe
aged
.
Powell
trude
helm, excluding liquor dealers from
natl.
city.
membership in Kentucky lodges, as
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saying
believe
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suit of J.1" Reddick against Grand
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Arthur Reynold's Body
of Commerce against ihe E. Rehkopf adopted is given
alleged accomplice has been making
East St. Louis—Two Colored
y. Oscar Starks filed Journal to be 418 to 32.
compan
y
Saddler
preparations for engaging in business
Die.
Women
was made a cross
aneit
answer
an
with it.
colds,
The body of Arthur Reynol
HELP
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,.t rt.drr-x-ria
petition against E. Rehkopf and John GOMPERS
The Leitchfield authorities have
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Louis,
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from
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rd. ha:
NOMINEES
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individually.
f
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with
Rehkop
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G.
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ker.
been
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wag buried by the colored
Lawyer Hal Corbett was selected
probably make a raid on the place in
Andy Watkins. Reynolds and his
'absent defendant in President of American Federation of question Tt is said that some of the
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nt
represe
to
shot
she
wife had some trouble and
Labor Will Speak Twice
the suit of Samuel Payne against
more valuable articles of freight have
him throngh the stomach, producing
Sunday.
Payne.
Alice
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New York. Oct. lg.—As a noble
victor might pay tribute to a worthy
adversary, the United States government today accorded a signal honor
to the memory of Mrs. Jefferson:
Davis, widow of the president of the;
Confederacy, by sending an escort
of federal troops to her funeral, and
side by side they marched with the
veterans of the lost cause of her own
South.
According to army officers in
Washington, it was the first time in
the history of the Republic that the
obsequies of any woman. however
eminent, were so dignified:
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